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Abstract 

In recent years, unique physicochemical properties of amphiphilic block copolymers have 

been utilized to design the polymeric micelles for brain-specific delivery of drugs, proteins, 

peptides and genes. Their unique properties such as nano-size, charge-switching ability, 

stimuli-responsive cargo release, flexible structure, and self-assembly enable them to 

overcome limitations of conventional dosage forms that include rapid drug release, drug 

efflux, and poor brain bioavailability, and poor stability. These limitations hinder their 

therapeutic efficacy in treating brain diseases. Their ease of functionalization and enhanced 

penetration and retention effect make them suitable nanocarriers for the diagnosis of various 

brain diseases. In this context, the present manuscript provides an insight into the progress 

made in the functionalization of micelles such as the incorporation of stimuli-sensitive 

moieties in copolymers, conjugation of cargo molecules with the core-forming block via 

responsive smart linkers, and conjugation of active ligands and imaging moieties with the 

corona forming block for brain targeting and imaging. Further, the review also expounds 

on the role of polymeric micelles in delivering neurotherapeutic to the brain. Some patents 

related to polymeric micelles formulated for brain delivery are also enlisted. 
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1. Introduction  

The brain is a delicate organ of the central nervous system (CNS) that interprets the senses, 

initiates body movements, controls cognitive functions, considers learning and memory as well 

as maintains active functions [1,2]. As per WHO, neurological disorders are considered a 

detriment to public health, across the globe [3]. The prevalent CNS disorders are Alzheimer’s 

disease, Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, glioma, brain traumatic injury, schizophrenia, and many 

more [4,5]. Certain factors including aging, lifestyle habits, physical injuries, environmental 

factors, mutation, and exposure to chemicals or toxins are supposed to be responsible for 

neurological disorders [5–8]. As a result, these disorders cause structural and functional 

deficiencies that require additional medical treatment and prolonged care [9].  

Therefore, the effective management of CNS diseases is a challenging task due to various 

physiological barriers that impede the delivery of payloads. These physiological barriers 

include blood-brain barriers (BBB), blood-cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), blood-retinal barrier, and 

blood-spinal cord barrier [9,10]. Among all the barriers, BBB appears as a stronger one that 

hinders the passage of harmful and noxious substances from the bloodstream and maintains 
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brain homeostasis  [11,12]. It is a semi-permeable barrier composed of astrocytes, endothelial 

cells, tight junctions, neurons pericytes, and basal membrane [11,13]. The various transport 

pathways that are involved in the delivery of the aforementioned substances across BBB are 

presented in Fig 1. Such transport pathways work in both directions i.e., blood to brain and 

brain to blood [14]. However, for drug delivery, blood to the brain transport system is more 

promising than other transport systems [15,16].  
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Fig 1: Transportation channels to pass the BBB. (A). Passage of cationic molecules (cationic drugs or 

macromolecules) across BBB via adsorptive-mediated transcytosis, (B). Passage of water-soluble 

agents across epithelium via paracellular route, (C). Transportation of small molecules or peptides via 

carrier-mediated pathway, (D). Passive diffusion of lipophilic molecules via BBB by transcelluar 

pathway, (E). Transportation of macromolecules or surface-modified nanoparticles via specific types 

of receptors expressed on BBB by receptor-mediated pathway 

Therefore, BBB is the most prevalent barrier that prevents the uptake of most of the active 

therapeutics (large molecules) to the brain owing to epithelial-like tight junctions within the 

brain capillary endothelium. However, certain small molecules having molecular weight < 400 

Da can cross the BBB via lipid-mediated free diffusion [17]. Furthermore, the metabolic 
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activity of the BBB via CYP450 enzymes is responsible to decrease the brain bioavailability 

of most of the CNS therapeutics by their biotransformation of drugs in a way similar to other 

organ systems such as the gut and liver [18]. These metabolic enzymes along with multi-drug 

resistance proteins expressed at BBB synergistically contribute to local brain 

biotransformation of drugs, thereby reducing the amount of parent drug (active moiety) by 

active extrusion that restricts them to reach the neuronal target [19].  

Despite progress in disease pathology, a limited number of drugs are available to treat 

neurological diseases. The major shortcomings in the existing drug therapies are the lack of 

drug release at the brain site and their poor bioavailability due to BBB [13,20–22]. Therefore, 

to overcome the challenges of brain drug delivery, a potential therapeutic approach based on 

nanotechnology could be very helpful.  

The amphiphilic block copolymers-based polymeric micelles have gained attention over the 

past few decades for various biomedical applications such as drug delivery, targeting, and 

imaging [23–26]. The block copolymer-based micelles are generally formed in an aqueous 

medium upon self-assembling of amphiphilic molecules above their critical micelle 

concentration into nanoscopic supramolecular configuration within the nanosize range of 1-

100 nm [27,28].  

Polymeric micelles have been widely explored in brain-specific delivery due to their ability to 

penetrate BBB and to reach the brain’s parenchyma owing to their nanosize, ability to enhance 

membrane fluidity, and their steric stabilization property due to PEGylation [29,30]. In 

addition to this, surface modification with ligands and incorporation of stimuli-responsive 

blocks (functionalized polymeric micelles) contribute to improving the BBB permeability with 
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their ability to deliver the loaded cargo at the target sites of the brain via receptor-mediated 

endocytosis pathways [31–33].  

Furthermore, the biocompatible and biodegradable properties of polymeric micelles make 

them less toxic and highly suitable for effective treatment of CNS-related diseases including 

Alzheimer’s diseases, Parkinson’s diseases, glioblastoma, epilepsy, cerebral ischemic injury, 

psychosis, etc. [34,35]. The ease of surface functionalization of polymeric micelles using 

several targeting moieties with multi stimuli-sensitivity makes them smart nanocarriers in 

targeting brain-specific sites and their diagnosis [36,37].  

Polymeric micelles can also overcome the poor aqueous solubility of therapeutic molecules 

(e.g. certain growth factors, chemotherapeutic drugs, lamotrigine, etc.) upon oral 

administration by encapsulating them within the core and by protecting them against the harsh 

environment of the gastrointestinal tract followed by their controlled release at target sites [38–

40]. Therefore, this review highlights and discusses the fundamental functions of BBB, 

challenges associated with drug delivery, and various strategies employed using amphiphilic 

block copolymers based polymeric micelles to treat CNS-related diseases along with their 

therapeutic and diagnostic insights. The major bottlenecks in developing the polymeric 

micelles for brain delivery are also highlighted.  

2. Barriers to brain targeting    

2.1 Blood-brain barrier 

The BBB is the most critical barrier that separates brain tissues from peripheral circulations. 

As discussed earlier, BBB is a complex structure composed of brain capillary endothelial cells 
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that include astrocytes and pericytes, mural cells, basement membrane, immune cells 

(perivascular macrophages and microglial cells), tight and adherens junctions as major 

components (Fig 1) [41–43]. The endothelial cells form the walls of the blood vessels. Tight 

junctions hold the endothelial cells together greatly prohibiting the paracellular flux of solutes. 

In addition, they restrict the vesicle-mediated transcellular movement of solutes due to low 

rates of transcytosis [44,45]. Mural cells are the vascular smooth muscle cells that surround 

the pericytes. The cerebral endothelial cells and the pericytes, together contribute to the 

formation of vascular basement membrane (extracellular matrix) while astrocytes form 

parenchymal basement membrane of varying compositions [46]. These basement membranes 

act as an additional barrier for molecules before accessing neuronal tissue. Thus, they help in 

maintaining the barrier property.  

The two transporters expressed by the endothelial cells i.e., efflux and nutrient facilitate the 

movement of substrate across BBB via carrier-mediated transcytosis. Efflux transporters such 

as breast cancer resistance proteins and multidrug resistance proteins utilize ATP for 

transporting their substrate against the concentration gradient [43,47]. However, nutrient 

transporters allow the movement of specific nutrients from high to low concentration regions 

such as GLUT1 [48].  

In addition to this, endothelial cells express a variety of other receptor-mediated transport 

systems that mostly provide nutrients from blood to the brain. However, their overexpression 

is utilized for active brain targeting via receptor-mediated endocytosis to treat CNS-related 

diseases [43].  
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In several neurological disorders, disturbance in endothelial-glial interaction and BBB 

disruption is observed [49]. For instance, downregulation of protein claudin 1/3 in some glial 

tumors makes capillaries leakier than that of normal brain tissues [50,51], upregulation of 

GLUT1 transporter and astrocytic AQP4 expression, and loss of agrin contributes to BBB 

damage in AD [52]. Upregulation of P-gp on astrocyte and brain endothelium, the transient 

opening of BBB at epileptogenic foci, and altered ABC transporter expression are observed in 

epilepsy [53]. Decreased efficacy of P-gp is seen in Parkinson’s disease [54]. Opening of BBB 

due to the release of interleukin-6 from astrocytes is observed in the brain due to traumatic 

conditions [51]. Therefore, BBB is a significant obstacle to the treatment of brain diseases with 

disrupted or leaky BBB, which pushes researchers to develop novel and effective brain drug 

delivery systems [12,55,56].  

2.2 Blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier  

The blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCB) exists in between the systemic circulations and 

the cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) space. It facilitates the transfer of solutes via active transport 

(carrier- and receptor-mediated) and passive transport of water-soluble molecules [57]. It 

differs from BBB in terms of the presence of several fenestrations (gap junctions) and 

pinocytosis vesicles that act as a macro filter for proteins [57]. BCB is formed by the epithelial 

cells of choroid plexuses localized in the four ventricles and the subarachnoid structures of the 

brain [57,58]. Choroid plexuses are highly vascularized tissue composed of capillaries 

enveloped by a layer of differentiated ependymal epithelium without any tight junctions [59]. 

Choroid plexuses act as physical, immunological, and enzymatic barriers that regulate drug 

passage, metabolism, and signaling functions and impede their entrance into CSF as well [60–
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62]. In addition to this, they also control the concentration of molecules in CSF and the various 

efflux and influx transport systems (e.g. solid-lipid carrier and ATP-binding cassette) at the 

epithelial cells of choroid plexuses that regulate the entry of endogenous and exogenous agents 

[63,64]. Therefore, the entrance of molecules into the CNS depends on the affinity with the 

active transport systems at the BCB. Further, secretion channels that are working at the 

epithelial cells of choroid plexuses, which control the CSF flow, also play an important role 

[65]. The diagrammatic presentation of the CNS barriers is depicted in Fig 2.  

 

Fig 2: The three main barriers in the central nervous system 
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2.3. Blood-tumor barrier 

The blood-tumor barrier (BTB) is characterized by aberrant pericyte distribution and loss of 

astrocytic endfeet. Therefore, BBB integrity is disrupted [66]. Under such conditions, BTB 

becomes highly permeable and heterogeneous in terms of non-uniform permeability and active 

efflux of molecules. This results in a suboptimal accumulation of drugs at tumor site of brain 

(glioma) [67]. Under such conditions, local and distal changes occur that directly compromise 

neuronal viability and vascular functions [68]. Further expansion in tumor, results in 

angiogenesis to fulfill the increased nutritional demand of proliferating cancer cells with 

increased blood supply as well [69,70]. This occurs due to disruption in vascular integrity 

because of non-uniform pericyte vessel coverage and stem cell-derived pericyte [66,71]. 

Overall, such events impede drug delivery at the site of brain tumor. To facilitate drug delivery, 

various approaches such as inhibition of efflux transporters and opening of tight junctions by 

using a hyperosmotic solution of mannitol and receptor-mediated drug delivery systems have 

been utilized [72,73]. The diagrammatic presentation of the BTB is presented in Fig 3. 
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Fig 3: The brain tumor barrier involved in hindering drug delivery  
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3. Polymeric micelles  

Amphiphillic block copolymers when added in an aqueous medium above their critical micelle 

concentration value-form polymeric micelles. Above this concentration, the hydrophobic inner 

core of the copolymer comes closer to aggregate and distances itself from water molecules to form 

polymeric micelles [74]. These are generally made of biocompatible, non-immunogenic, 

biodegradable core-forming blocks i.e., polyesters, polyethylene oxide or poly (amino acids) 

attached with biologically compatible corona forming blocks usually PEG (Polyethylene glycol) 

[34,75]. Their ease of functionalization makes them an efficient nanosystem for brain targeting 

(Fig 4) [36]. Various approaches used for the functionalization of polymeric micelles for brain 

targeting are discussed in the subsequent sections.   

Fig 4: The diagrammatic presentation of the functionalization of polymeric micelles for brain drug delivery  
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4. Amphiphilic block copolymers  

The functional chemistry of these block copolymers is highly utilized in the functionalization of 

polymeric micelles for brain targeting [76]. This is achieved by modifying the molecular features 

of copolymers by controlled/living radical polymerization techniques including atom transfer 

racial polymerization, reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer radical polymerization, and 

nitroxide-mediated polymerization. In addition to this, there are click and coupling reactions used 

for exploiting the active functional moieties at the chain terminal [77–79].  

Such approaches offer the formation of block copolymers with stimuli-sensitivity/multi stimuli-

sensitivity by incorporating stimuli-responsive moieties and active targeting ability by conjugating 

targeting ligands with their core-forming block [80–83]. Such copolymers containing functional 

groups offer the possibility for post-polymerization modification by chemical means and covalent 

coupling methods that provide large possibilities to fine-tune the copolymer functionality at 

molecular and submolecular levels [75,79,84,85]. The commonly exploited functional groups of 

copolymers required for their chemical modification include amines, alcohol, and carboxylic group 

“etc.” [85,86]. Furthermore, some of the copolymers, mostly Pluronics have been widely explored 

in the delivery of antiepileptic drugs across BBB due to their P-gp inhibition ability [87,88]. Thus, 

such block copolymers-based properties play important role in functionalizing the polymeric 

micelles to achieve better BBB permeability and targeting potential as discussed below.  

4.1 Stimuli-responsiveness  

Various stimuli such as intrinsic (pH, redox, reactive oxygen species, hypoxia, enzymes, etc.) and 

extrinsic (magnetic, temperature, light, ultrasound, etc.) are used to control the behavior of drug 

release from polymeric micelles and enable targeting at the area of interest [89]. There are various 

techniques used in the synthesis of smart block copolymers composed of stimuli-sensitive blocks 

or their modification for stimuli functionalization as mentioned above [90]. Such functional 
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properties of copolymers enable them to respond to stimuli. These polymers are used for the 

designing of stimuli-responsive polymeric micelles (functionalized). Moreover, the specificity of 

the response towards the stimuli is important for site-specific drug delivery and minimizing off-

target effects [91]. The polymeric micelles based on stimuli sensitive blocks are the smart 

nanocarriers, that reveal characteristic alterations in their properties (charge switching, structural 

changes, swelling, and disassembly) when subjected to specific environmental conditions such as 

pH, temperature, enzymes; or externally applied triggers, such as radiation and ultrasound [91–

93]. The schematic presentation of the smart copolymers used to impart stimuli-responsiveness for 

the functionalization of polymeric micelles in brain-specific drug delivery is presented in Fig 5.  

 

Fig 5: Functionalized polymeric micelles (stimuli-responsive) in brain-specific delivery
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Such molecular features of copolymer based polymeric micelles have been extensively 

exploited in the treatment of various tumors including glioma. This is because of the well-

studied tumor environment that provides selectivity for tumor cells over healthy tissues 

[29,94–96]. For instance, the incorporation of ionizable groups in the copolymers at 

extra/intracellular pH of tumor cells undergoes ionization that results in the delivery of loaded 

drugs at the endo/lysosomal compartment of tumor cells [97]. The elevated level of reduced 

glutathione in tumor cells (i.e., 4-times higher than normal tissues) makes tumor environment 

reductive and hypoxic [97,98]. For which, redox-responsive moieties, mostly disulfide bonds 

that are susceptible to rapid cleavage by glutathione are incorporated either with the core-

forming blocks or in between the corona and core-forming blocks. This results in the delivery 

of anticancer drugs in the cytosol or cell nuclei of the tumor cells [99–101]. A high 

concentration of enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases are responsible to control tumor 

growth, angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis. These are also promising biological triggers for 

selective drug delivery at tumor site. Incorporation of specific enzymatic linkers (e.g., 

lipopeptides, Gly-Pro-Leu-Gly-Val-Arg-Gly-Lys) in the copolymer structures undergo 

degradation in the presence of elevated matrix metalloproteinase enzymes at the 

extra/intracellular compartments of tumor cells [102,103]. Furthermore, the elevated levels of 

reactive oxygen species in the majority of the tumors including glioma are considered one of 

the hallmarks utilized for targeting purposes. Therefore, the incorporation of reactive oxygen 

species -responsive groups such as thioketal and sulfide in the main chain of the copolymer or 

as a responsive conjugating linker between drug and block copolymer provides higher 

selectivity for tumor cells [104,105]. Overall, such approaches provide spatiotemporal drug 

release without any exposure to healthy brain tissues. Thus, the loading of anticancer drugs 

into such nanocarriers can enhance the therapeutic effect of anticancer drugs and could be 

utilized for the imaging (imaging agents) of tumor cells as well. The studies on stimuli-

responsive copolymers utilized in the functionalization of polymeric micelles and their 

delivery at glioma sites are presented in Table 1.   
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Table 1: Site-specific delivery of functionalized polymeric micelles at brain tumor site  1 

Amphiphilic block 

copolymer 
Approach  Stimuli sensitive functional group  Outcome References 

pH (Acid-labile) 

PEG-b-PEYM 

 

ATRP Orthoester  Higher cellular uptake of functionalized 

PMs was observed in human glioma 

cells within 60 min via endocytosis 

 

[106] 

HA-DOX Reaction between amine 

group of HA and carbonyl 

group of DOX 

Hydrazone  4-fold higher intracellular accumulation 

of functionalized PMs was observed in 

U87 and C6 cells than free DOX 

[107] 

Dex-SA and Dex-

His 

Steglich esterification 

followed by coupling 

reaction 

Stearic acid  

Histidine  

 Effective cellular uptake of mixed 

functionalized PMs in U87MG cells 

due to macropinocytosis as an indicated 

by strong fluorescence 

[108] 
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MMP 2/9-responsive 
PEG-co-PCL  MMCB Protamine   1.2-fold increase in the penetration 

capacity of functionalized PMs was 

noted into C6 glioma spheroid 

 3.8-fold increase in cellular uptake of 

functionalized PMs was observed into 

C6 glioma cells (MMP-dependent) via 

lipid raft-mediated endocytosis  

[109] 

ROS-responsive 
mPEG-TK-MPH  Thioketal  1.1-folds increase in the cytotoxic 

action of functionalized PMs was noted 

in U251MG cells with higher ROS 

levels   

[105] 

Redox-responsive 
Cystamine 

modified HA-SS-

CUR 

 

 

 

Coupling reactions with 

grafting methods 
Disulfide  4-folds increase in the release profile 

of drug was observed in the presence 

of GSH conditions 

 1.8-fold increase in the cytotoxic 

action of functionalized PMs was 

noted in G422 cells with higher 

cellular uptake  

[110] 
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PCL-PEI-SS-PEG  CLPT PEI-SS  GSH-dependent release of drug 

loaded functionalized PMs was 

observed in C6 glioma cells i.e. 1-

folds higher in the presence of GSH  

[111] 

 2 

Abbreviations: CLPT, Controlled living polymerization technique; C6-cells; Spindle-like cells that simulate human glioblastoma multiforme ; Dex, Dextran-stearic acid, Dex-His, 3 
Dextran-histidine; DOX, Doxorubicin; G422 cells; Intracerebral gliobalastoma cell line; GSH, Reduced glutathione; HA-ss-CUR, Hyaluronic acid-disulfide linkage-Curcumin; HA-4 
DOX, Hyaluronic acid-Doxorubicin; MMCB, Maleimide-mediated covalent binding; MMP, Matrix metalloproteinase; mPEG-TK-MPH, Methoxy polyethylene glycol- thioketal-5 
Melphalan; PEG-co-PCL, Polyethylene glycol-co-polycaprolactone; PEG-b-PEYM, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) block and a hydrophobic polymethacrylate block; PCL-PEI-SS-6 
PEG, Polycaprolactone-Polyethylenimine-disulfide bond-polyethylene glycol; PEI-SS,  Polyethylenimine-disulfide bond; ROS, Reactive oxygen species; U251MG cells; Glioma cell-7 
line;; U87MG cells, Malignant glioblastoma cell line 8 

 9 

 10 
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In recent times, copolymers containing functional moieties responding towards extrinsic 

stimuli such as electrical, magnetic [112], ultrasound and light are being widely explored for 

brain targeting due to their invasiveness and biodegradability. The chemical structures of such 

functional moieties used are presented in Fig 6 [113].  For example, conjugation of electro-

sensitive groups such as ferrocene (Fc) with copolymers, imparts electro-responsive 

functionality to micelles. This property favored brain-specific targeting of polymeric micelles 

with electro-responsive cargo release at the targeted site under the application of electrical 

stimulation [114]. The developed functionalized polymeric micelles based on electro-

responsive copolymers upon exposure to electrical stimulation undergo phase transition due to 

oxidation of Fe2+ in Fc into Fe3+. This changes the HLB of functionalized polymeric micelles 

and triggers the swelling and ultimately disassembly of micellar structure for targeted cargo 

release [115]. Recently, Meng et al. reported a 1.6-fold increase in cumulative drug release 

over 30 min in PBS pH 7.4 under electrical stimulation with 1.4-fold stronger fluorescence 

intensity in brain using Pluronic F127/TPGS-Fc (n-alpha tocopherol PEG1000 succinate-Fc) 

mixed functionalized P polymeric micelles [92].  
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Fig 6: Smart amphiphilic block copolymers containg functional moieties for extrinsic stimuli (Red 

color signifies stimuli-responsiveness)  

Abbreviations: PAA-b-P3HT, Polyacrylic acid-block- poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl); PAzoMA-b-

(PELG-g-MPEG), Poly[6-(4-methoxy-azobenzene-4'-oxy) hexylmethacrylate-block-(poly L-glutamate-

graft- methoxy polyethylene glycol); PEG-click-PPG, Poly (ethylene glycol)-click-Poly (propylene glycol); 

PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO, Poly (ethylene oxide)-block-Poly (propylene oxide)-block-Poly (ethylene oxide); 

PEO-b-P(AzoMA-NIPAm), Polyethyleneoxide-block-Poly([6-(4-methoxy-azobenzene-4'-oxy)- 

hexylmethacrylate-(N-isopropylacrylamide); PEO-b-P(MEO2MA-co-THPMA), Poly(ethylene oxide)-

block-poly(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate-co-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate); PLLA-b-

PEG-b-PLLA, Poly (L-lactic acid)-block-Poly (ethylene glycol)-Poly (L-lactic acid); PSSNa-b-PMMA, 

Poly (sodium styrene sulfonate)-block-poly (methyl methacrylate) 
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The use of thermoresponsive copolymers with lower critical solution temperature lower than 

37 ℃ such as Pluronic F127 loaded with magnetic nanoparticles exhibits magnetic property 

in response to the applied magnetic field. Upon exposure to the magnetic field, magnetic 

nanoparticles loaded in polymeric micelles generate local hyperthermia that results in 

degradation of thermoresponsive polymer for controlled drug release at the target site with 

increased permeability [116]. For instance, Huang et al. reported 17-fold increase in the 

drug release profile in cortical and subcortical regions of brain over 30 min using Pluronics 

F127 based functionalized polymeric micelles loaded with SPION (superparamagnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticles) upon exposure to magnetic field [117]. Karami et al. reported 3.4-fold 

increase in the naproxen brain accumulation using functionalized polymeric micelles 

(magnetic) based on methoxy poly (ethyleneglycol)-poly (caprolactone) with SPION in 

comparison to free drug respectively upon intravenous administration [112]. Ultrasound 

sensitive copolymers with labile chemical bonds such as PEO-b-PTHPMA (acetal units), 

upon exposure to high-intensity focused ultrasound irradiation converts hydrophobic 

THPMA units (ultrasound sensitive unit) into hydrophilic methacrylic acid groups by 

initiating thermosensitive hydrolytic reaction. This increase in the hydrophilicity of the 

copolymer increases the LCST of the thermo-responsive polymer from 25 to 42 °C. As a 

result, disruption of polymeric micelles under focused ultrasound results in the release of 

loaded molecular cargo at the site of interest [118–120]. In addition, the incorporation of 

multiple ester bonds in the copolymers makes polymeric micelles sensitive to high-intensity 

focused ultrasound. Under such conditions, weak bonds in copolymer undergo mechano-

chemical cleavage because of solvodynamic shear or short-lived and localized hot spot 

produced by ultrasonic cavitation that controls payload release [78,121]. Further, the co-

encapsulation of ultrasound contrast agent (microbubble) and therapeutic moieties in the 

core of polymeric micelles could be used in the theranostic field to treat brain diseases [91].  
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In one of the studies, Nance et al. reported the delivery of PEG-PLGA based polymeric 

micelles in endothelium and interstitial space of rats’ brain under the exposure of magnetic 

resonance-guided focused ultrasound with intravascular microbubble contrast agents (it 

avoids the risk of skull heating by concentrating the ultrasound energy) to improve the 

treatment efficacy for CNS diseases by non-invasively peremabilizing the BBB. The 

exposure of magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound permeabilized the BBB 

successfully which led to the delivery of biodegradable polymeric micelles into the brain 

parenchyma region after intravenous administration in rats once crossing the BBB.  

The magnetic resonance imaging revealed 150-µm deeper penetration of the polymeric 

micelles into the brain tissues of rats. The exposure of higher focused ultrasound (0.6 MPa) 

exhibited 2.3-fold increase in the total area of brain than that of focused ultrasound at 0.4 

MPa. Exposure of higher focused ultrasound (0.6 MPa) exhibited 4.6-fold increase in 

accumulation of nanoparticles as a measure of fluorescence enhancement in brain 

parenchyma than that of lower focused ultrasound of 0.4 MPa pressure. In addition, 1.4-fold 

increased nanoparticles fraction was observed in endothelium and interstitial space of brain 

by using higher pressure focused ultrasound than that of lower pressure FU [12].  

However, the limited contact of the microbubbles with the vessel walls makes them less 

optimal for therapeutic applications [122]. Recently, acoustic cluster therapy bubbles are 

widely utilized in increasing the brain permeability followed by the uptake of therapeutic 

molecules loaded in nanoparticles upon exposure of high frequency ultrasound. This is due 

to their ability to cover larger area of blood vessels with higher retention time. This results 

in the intensified contact with the endothelium than that of conventional microbubbles 

[123]. The core-cross linked polymeric micelles as brain penetrating nanoparticles have 

shown increase in drug’s penetration and accumulation in the brain’s parenchyma of the 

mouse over small hydrophilic macromolecules post acoustic cluster therapy [122].  
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The conjugation of copolymers with chromophores such as azobenzene and its derivatives 

impart light-responsive property to polymeric micelles [124]. Ultraviolet-responsive 

hydrophobic blocks such as poly (4,5-dimethoxy-2- nitrobenzyl methacrylate) have been 

employed in photo controlled cargo release at the target site. Such copolymers based 

polymeric micelles undergo photoisomerization reaction and photochemical phase 

transition (irreversible cleavage) upon UV light exposure. As a result, it disrupts micellar 

structure by transforming the hydrophobic block into a hydrophilic block for cargo release 

at the target site [125,126].  For instance, Xiang et al. reported 3-fold increase in the drug 

release profile at pH 7.0 over 16 hours using poly(methoxy polyethylene glycol 

monomethacrylate)-poly (4,5-dimethoxy-2- nitrobenzyl methacrylate) based functionalized 

polymeric micelles upon exposure of ultraviolet irradiation [125].   

4.2 Chemical conjugation 

The stimuli-responsive biodegradable smart linkers have been utilized for the conjugation 

of the therapeutic molecules with the core-forming blocks consisting of functional groups 

amenable for linkage [75,81,127]. This approach provides good entrapment of the 

therapeutic molecules in the micellar core and has been well explored in the smart delivery 

of anticancer drugs with a controlled release profile [128]. In addition, this approach 

overcomes the limitation of poor drug release profile associated with covalently bound 

copolymer-drug conjugates by triggering the entrapped drug release in response to specific 

stimuli (micelle disassembly) [129,130].  

From the past few decades, conjugation approaches based on hydrophilic polymers have 

been used for protein delivery in the brain by increasing their retention time and reducing 

proteolysis [131]. However, conjugation with copolymers mostly with Pluronics (L81, P85, 

L121, and P123) has led to an increase in BBB penetration of proteins than that of 
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hydrophilic polymers. This is due to their ability to interact with the hydrophobic surfaces 

(cell membrane) or their amphiphilic nature. Thus, these are considered more suitable for 

membrane transport. Despite their amphiphilic nature and ease of chemical modification by 

changing the number of individual chain units to optimize their hydrophobicity, these are 

relatively less explored [81,132,133]. Similarly, modification of proteins with poly(2-

oxazoline)-based block copolymers (POx) has also attracted attention for protein delivery 

by increasing the internalization into the brain via lipid-raft mediated mechanism [134]. 

Examples of proteins that have been conjugated with such copolymers include horseradish 

peroxidase  [81], leptin [135,136], superoxide dismutase, and many more as presented in 

Table 2 [137,138].  

For instance, Yi et al. revealed that the horseradish peroxidase-conjugated Pluronic block 

copolymers with shorter PPO chains exhibited the highest cellular uptake by primary bovine 

brain microvessel endothelial cells. This study indicated the strong influence of hydrophobic 

PPO block length on the transport efficiency of Pluronic conjugates [81]. Similarly, in one 

of the studies, superoxide dismutase 1 modified with P(EtOx-b-BuOx) containing 

hydrophilic 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) and hydrophobic 2-butyl-2-oxazoline (BuOx) 

repeating units exhibited ~1.75 higher half-life in blood circulations than native superoxide 

dismutase 1 with good penetration efficiency via caveolae-mediated and/or clathrin and 

caveolae-independent endocytosis, thereby enabling it to reach brain parenchyma [137]. 

Several studies claimed the great versatility of POx rather than Pluronics owing to their ease 

of chemical modification at the chain end containing functional molecules. Furthermore, 

Meng et al. developed TPGS and Pluronic F127 based mixed polymeric micelles for β-

galactosidase delivery across BBB. The in vivo studies revealed 3-fold higher accumulation 

of the mixed polymeric micelles in the brain than F127 based polymeric micelles upon 

intravenous administration. This was attributed to their small size (<200 nm) which 
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provided reduced uptake by the reticuloendothelial system. Therefore, prolonged half-life 

in blood results in passive brain targeting properties. This indicated that the small size of 

the polymeric micelles has the potential to effectively enhance the penetration of drugs 

across the BBB. Moreover, the developed mixed polymeric micelles increased the cellular 

uptake by the brain capillary endothelial cells via an adsorptive-mediated endocytic 

pathway. Further, the potential of TPGS/F127 (reversal surfactant) in inhibiting the P-gp 

ATPase is reported to be involved in their increased uptake across brain capillary endothelial 

cells. Interestingly, the developed polymeric micelles exhibited different accumulation in 

four different regions of the brain including the cortex, caudate, hippocampus, and 

substantia nigra of rat’s brain [139]. In contrast, intravenous administration of free β-

galactosidase exhibited no therapeutic activity in the brain [139].  
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Table 2: Proteins modified with Amphiphillic block copolymers for their brain delivery  

Amphiphilic block copolymer Protein conjugated Linker Outcome References 

Pluronic P85 and L81 HRP Conjugation via 

biodegradable 

linker DSP 

 

 4 to 5-fold increase in the brain 

uptake of HRP was observed upon 

conjugation with P85 and L81 than 

that of unconjugated HRP 

[81] 

Pluronic P85 and L121 HRP Conjugation via 

biodegradable 

disulfide bond 

 6 to 10-fold increase in transport 

efficiency of the HRP-conjugate in 

BMECs was observed using P85 

and L121 than that of 

unconjugated-HRP  

 3.3-fold increase in the transport 

efficiency of the Pluronic 

conjugate than stearoyl-modified 

HRP in BMECs 

[140] 

P(EtOx-b-BuOx) SOD1 Conjugation via 

biodegradable 

disulfide linker 

 7-fold higher cellular uptake of 

conjugate was observed in 

neuronal cells  than P(MeOx-b-

BuOx) based conjugation 

approach  

 2-fold increase in the brain 

parenchyma/serum ratio of the 

[137] 
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Abbreviations: BMECs, Brain microvessel endothelial cells; DSP, Dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate); HRP, Horseradish peroxidase; P(EtOx-b-BuOx), 

Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline-block-2-butyl-2- oxazoline); P(MeOx-b-BuOx), Poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline-block-2-butyl-2- oxazoline); SOD1, Superoxide 

dismutase1  

 

 

 

 

conjugate was noted than 

capillary/serum ratio  
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In addition, based on the presence of receptors that are overexpressed at the diseased cells are 

responsible for selectively driving the polymeric micelles across BBB endothelium, the 

conjugation of active ligands with the corona-forming blocks of polymeric micelles (surface-

functionalization), increases the BBB penetration and specificity [75,141]. This receptor-

mediated transcytosis mechanism is a complex and multi-stage process, in which the 

nanocarriers actively interact with the cell membrane for the effective internalization into 

cells via energy-dependent endocytosis process and expulsion via exocytosis as presented in 

Fig 7 [142]. There is a large number of biological ligands that have been studied for this 

purpose. These include proteins, aptamers, peptides, cell-penetrating peptides, and small 

molecules for increasing the cellular uptake of nanoparticles loaded with therapeutic cargos. 

To achieve this, polymeric micelles are generally functionalized either by chemically 

conjugating the active ligands with the block copolymers or physically adsorbed on their 

surface [143]. For example, Quader et al. conjugated cRGD moiety with the α-end of acetal-

PEG-PBLA-acetylation using one-pot acetal-deprotection and thiazolidine ring formation 

reaction to form the functionalized polymeric micelles. The mixture of this modified 

copolymer and MeO-PEG-PBLA was used for the conjugation of epirubicin via pH-sensitive 

hydrazone bond for the targeted delivery in brain tumors. Thus, the developed micellar 

system overcame the BTB via integrin (αvβ3 and αvβ5)-mediated enhanced recognition and 

internalization [144]. 

Ruan et al. conjugated stapled RAP-12 protein (receptor-associated protein-12 with higher α-

helical conformation) with PEG-PLA copolymer by Michael's addition reaction to impart 

multi-functional targeting ability in polymeric micelles upon self-assembly. The thin-film 

hydration method was used for the loading of paclitaxel (PTX) in functionalized polymeric 

micelles. The developed functionalized polymeric micelles were able to overcome the 

BBB/BTB by targeting vasculogenic mimicry and glioma cells via low-density lipoprotein 
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receptor-related protein-1-mediated endocytosis [145].  Luo et al. synthesized AS1411-

functionalized poly (L-γ-glutamyl-glutamine)-paclitaxel (PGG-PTX) conjugation system 

that self-assembled into nanoconjugate by o/w emulsion solvent evaporation method. The 

functionalization of AS1411 with the corona PGG led to increased accumulation of the 

polymeric micelles in glioma cells i.e., by 3-fold than that of the non-functionalized 

polymeric micelles. Such difference was due to the high affinity and binding specificity of 

functionalized polymeric micelles with nucleolin, which is a multifunctional protein 

overexpressed in glioma cells [146]. 

Furthermore, the cell-penetrating peptides containing short chains of amino acid residues (5-

30 residues) also can penetrate the BBB via electrostatic interactions with the exposed plasma 

membrane [147,148]. These also act as transporters that mediate the transport of small 

macromolecules across the cell membrane [149]. These cell-penetrating peptides are divided 

into three categories i.e., natural (Tat-derived peptides), synthetic (polyarginine), and 

chimeric peptides (transportan). Furthermore, based on the physicochemical traits of these 

peptides, there are cationic peptides (arginine and lysine residues), hydrophobic peptides 

composed of hydrophobic amino acids, and amphipathic peptides containing both 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids [147,150–152]. These cell-penetrating peptides 

follows two types of cell internalization pathways. These include energy-independent (direct 

penetration or membrane transduction) and energy-dependent (endocytosis) pathways as 

presented in Fig 8 [148].   
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Fig 7: The various mechanisms involved in the internalization of the active ligands into the brain [148] 
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In one of the studies, Tanaka et al. synthesized mPEG-PCL copolymer by ring open polymerization 

reaction and conjugated Tat (arginine-rich peptides) with hydroxyl group of mPEG-PCL by ester 

bond via an esterification reaction. The modified copolymer successfully formed micelles by w/o 

emulsion method for the direct intranasal brain delivery. The conjugation of Tat with copolymer 

led to 5-fold higher brain distribution profile of functionalized polymeric micelles in comparison 

to non-functionalized polymeric micelles, respectively. In addition, it increased the intracellular 

uptake in glioma cells by 2.5-fold in comparison to non-functionalized polymeric micelles 

respectively via the macropinocytosis pathway [153].  

However, polymeric micelles functionalized with cell-penetrating peptides offer higher drug 

distribution in the entire brain due to the non-specific affinity of cell-penetrating peptides with 

different cells. As a result, it could lead to unwanted toxicities in healthy brain cells [154]. 

Therefore, to overcome this issue, polymeric micelles can be designed as a “dual-stage” targeted 

drug delivery nanocarrier. For instance, Kanazawa et al. modified mPEG-PCL-Tat by designing 

stearic acid conjugated Bom for the formation of mixed functionalized polymeric micelles to target 

gastrin-releasing peptide receptors overexpressed in intracerebral gliomas. The use of Bom led to 

selective and higher cellular uptake of functionalized polymeric micelles in C6 glioma cells by 4.4- 

and 1.7-fold in comparison to non-functionalized and functionalized polymeric micelles without 

Bom respectively. Such difference was attributed to gastrin-releasing peptide receptor-mediated 

Bom-specific mechanism. Thus, this nanocarrier system showed potential for targeting brain 

tumors with the potential to overcome BTB [155]. Further, the case studies regarding the 

functionalization of polymeric micelles with targeting ligands are presented in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Functionalized polymeric micelles composed of chemically conjugated amphiphilic block copolymer with targeting ligands for brain targeting  

Amphiphilic 

block  

copolymer 

Conjugation approach Stimuli-

responsiveness  

Method of crossing 

BBB 

Indication Outcome Reference  

CPPs 

 PE-PEG Mal groups of PEG were 

reacted with the thiol 

moiety of angiopep-2 

- Angiopep-2 ligand 

based transcytosis via 

LDL receptors on BBB 

Targeted delivery of 

amphotericin B to treat fungal 

infections of CNS 

 2.8-fold increase in the uptake of 

functionalized PMs in brain was 

observed than that of non-

functionalized PMs   

 [156] 

Dex-PTX  The ligand was 

conjugated via amide 

linkage after 

incorporating 

carboxylic group to dex 

pH-triggered release RVG29 mediated 

transport across BBB 

via  nAchR receptor  

Delivery of PTX to 

intracranial  glioma cells  

 Functionalized PMs exhibited 

strong fluorescence for 48h than 

that of non-functionalized PMs  

 3-fold decrease in the brain tumor 

volume by functionalized PMs 

was noted than that of non-

functionalized PMs  

[157] 

CHO-POESO The ligand was 

conjugated with POESO 

block of the copolymer in 

the presence of 

EDC/DMAP 

pH-sensitive masking 

sequence (HE)5 for 

charge shielding to 

avoid non-specific 

binding  

Arginine rich peptide 

(RG)5 mediated 

transcytosis via LDL 

receptors on BBB 

  

Targeted delivery of PTX to 

the glioma cells 

 1.1-fold increase in the release of 

drug at acidic pH was noted than 

non-functionalized PMs within 2h 

 4.2-fold increase in the uptake of 

the functionalized PMs into brain 

was observed at pH 6.5 than that 

of  physiological pH 7.4  

 

[158] 
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mPEG-SS-g-

P(ae-Asp) 

The ligand was 

incorporated during ring 

open reaction in the 

presence of EDC 

pH/redox-triggered 

release  

TAT mediated cellular 

uptake via LDL-

receptors  

Targeted delivery of DOX to 

tumor cells 

 Shedding of corona under tumor-

redox condition, exposed TAT for 

internalization of the 

functionalized PMs in tumor cells  

 Core-cross linking approach based 

on catechol and Fe3+ incorporation 

maintained the stability of 

functionalized PMs at 

physiological pH and facilitated 

the drug release at lysosomal pH 

[159] 

Peptides 

PEG-PHA  The ligand was 

conjugated via thiazole-5-

carboxamide linkage with 

PEG 

Hydrazide 

functionalization via 

ester-amide exchange 

reaction 

pH-triggered  release  cRGD peptide based 

cellular uptake via 

integrins (αv β3/αvβ5) –

mediated endocytosis  

 

Targeted delivery of epirubicin 

against GBM 

 1.4-fold increase in the 

internalization of the 

functionalized PMs was observed 

in brain than that of non-

functionalized PMs  

 2-fold increase in the penetration 

capacity of functionalized PMs 

was noted in U87MG glioma 

spheroids than that of non-

functionalized PMs  

 12-fold higher antitumor efficacy 

of functionalized PMs was 

observed than that of non-

functionalized PMs   

 

[144]  
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Pluronic P105 The ligands was 

conjugated by modifying 

the amino-terminated 

Pluronic P105 using DCC  

- Glucose and folic acid 

mediated cellular 

uptake by  caveolae- 

and clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis 

Delivery of DOX in glioma 

cells using “dual-targeting” 

strategy  

 The functionalized PMs increased 

the bioavailability of DOX by 4.6-

fold  

 The formulation increased the 

distribution of loaded DOX in 

brain (p<0.05) than that of free 

DOX solution 

 Improved the percentage survival 

of mice bearing glioma by 1.5-fold 

than that of PMs functionalized 

with glucose and folic acid alone  

[160] 

PEG-P(Glu) The ligand was 

conjugated via C-6 into 

the α-end of PEG by 

ether linkage 

- Glucose ligand 

mediated tumor 

accumulation via 

GLUT1-transporter 

pathway 

Targeted delivery of cisplatin 

in brain tumor cells 

 The functionalized PMs decreased 

the tumor growth more effectively 

(p<0.05) than that of non-

functionalized PMs despite low 

GLUT1 expression by glioma cells  

[161] 

CPT-SS-PEG-

COOH 

The ligand was 

conjugated via amide 

linkage to the 

carboxylic group of the 

PEG  

Redox-responsive 

release  

iRGD peptide based 

transportation via αvβ 

integrin and neuropilin-1 

pathways  

Combined chemotherapy 

with photodynamic therapy 

to target glioma cells  

 3.3-fold increase in the penetration 

capacity of the functionalized PMs 

was observed across BTB than that 

of non-functionalized PMs 

 1.1-fold increase in the cytotoxic 

action of functionalized PMs was 

noted against glioma cells than 

non-functionalized PMs  

 Increased the survival rate of mice 

bearing glioma (p<0.01)  than non-

functionalized PMs  

[96]  
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 The co-loading of  photosensitizer 

IR780 and CPT in functionalized 

PMs exhibited excellent cytotoxic 

potential than that of individual 

therapies 

 PEG-PLA Copolymer activation 

by EDC/NHS with 

addition of peptide in 

DMSO  

- Tfr-T12 mediated 

endocytosis via Tfr 

expressed on BBB and 

glioma cells  

Targeted delivery of PTX at 

glioma site  

 The functionalized PMs showed 

highest intracellular fluorescence in 

glioma cells than that of non-

functionalized PMs by overcoming 

BBB/BTB 

 1.6-fold increase in the cytotoxic 

action of the functionalized PMs 

was observed than that of non-

functionalized PMs  

[162] 

PLGA-PLL-

PEG 

Conjugated via the 

reaction of the N-terminal 

cysteine on ligands with 

the maleimide-PEG-SCM 

- Fusion peptide TPL (K-

s-A) and Tet1 mediated 

BBB penetration and 

neuronal targeting via  

GT1b ganglioside 

receptor or by binding 

with BCECs 

Delivery of neuroprotective 

peptide NAP to the AD 

lesions  

 3.1-fold increase in the uptake of 

functionalized PMs was observed  

in bEnd cells than that of free NAP 

 4-fold increase in the brain 

intracellular accumulation of 

functionalized PMs was observed 

in mice bearing brain metastasis 

than non-functionalized PMs  

[163] 
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PEG-PLA The ligand was 

conjugated by Michael 

addition reaction  

- Stapled RAP12 

mediated LDL 

receptor related 

protein-1 

transportation across 

BBB 

Delivery of PTX to glioma 

cells  

 1.5- and 1.3-fold increase in the 

cellular uptake of functionalized 

PMs was observed in bEnd cells 

and U87 cells than non-

functionalized PMs 

 2.7-fold higher penetration 

capacity of functionalized PMs 

was noted across BBB than  non-

functionalized PMs 

 The functionalized PMs increased 

the anti-glioma efficacy by 2.3-

fold than that of non-

functionalized PMs  

[145] 

Aptamers 

mPEG-PCL Carboxyl group of the 

mPEG conjugated with 

10 OD of GMT89 

- GMT8 ligand based 

higher affinity and 

specificity to bind with 

glioma cells 

Intracellular delivery of 

DTX at glioblastoma cells 

 1.8-fold stronger fluorescence 

intensity of functionalized PMs 

was observed at the glioma site 

than non-functionalized PMs 

 1.1-fold increase in cell apoptosis 

rate was noted by the 

functionalized PMs than that of 

non-functionalized PMs  

[164] 

PEG-PLA NHS-induced 

activation of terminal 

carboxyl group of 

copolymer and 

conjugated with  5'-

- FB4 aptamers mediated 

active transport  via Tfr 

expressed on BBB 

Intracellular delivery of 

flurbiprofen to treat AD 

 2.2-fold higher cellular 

binding/uptake efficacy of 

functionalized PMs was observed 

in bEnd cells than non-

functionalized PMs  

[165] 
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Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; bEnd cells, Microvascular brain endothelial cells derived from mouse brain; BBB, Blood brain barrier; BTB, Blood brain tumor barrier; BCECs, Brain capillary endothelial 

cells; CHO-POESO, Cholesterol-polyoxyethylene sorbitol oleate; CPT-SS-PEG-COOH, Camptothecin-disulfide bond-polyethylene glycol containing carboxylic group; Dex-PTX, Dextran-paclitaxel; DMAP, 

Dimethyl aminopyridine;  DMSO, Dimethyl sulfoxide; DTX, Docetaxel; EDC, 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide; GBM, Glioblastoma multiform; GLUT1, Glucose transporter-1; (HE)5, Polyanionic 

masking peptide (histidine-glutamic acid repeats); K-s-A, HER2-targeting KAAYSL (K) with MMP1(matrix metalloproteinase 1)-sensitive VPMS-MRGG (s) and LRP1-targeting angiopep2 (A); LDL, Low density 

lipoprotein; Mal, Maleimide;  mPEG-PCL, Methoxy polyethylene glycol-polycaprolactone; mPEG-SS-g-P(ae-Asp), Methoxypolyethylene glycol-disulfide bond-graft- poly(N-(2-aminoethyl)-l-aspartamide); 

nAchR, Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; PEG-P(Glu), Poly (ethylene glycol)-poly(L-glutamic acid); PEG-PHA, Poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(hidrazinyl-aspartamide); PEG-PLA, 

Polyethylene glycol-polylactic acid; PEG-SCM, Polyethylene glycol-succinimidyl carboxymethyl ester; PE-PEG, 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000; 

PLGA-PLL-PEG, Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)- poly(ε-carbobenzoxy-L-lysine)-polyethylene glycol; PTX, Paclitaxel; (RG)5, Arginine rich peptide; Tfr, Transferrin receptor; U87 cells, Malignant glioblastoma 

cells

NH2-modified FB4 

aptamer 

 1.4-fold higher intracellular 

accumulation of functionalized 

PMs was noted in bEnd cells than 

non-functionalized PMs 
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4.3 Inhibition of P-gp efflux transporter  

P-gp (Permeability-glycoprotein) is prototypic energy- and Na+-dependent transporter or 

multidrug resistance which is encoded by multidrug resistance protein1/ATP-binding cassette 

subfamily B member 1  belonging to the family ATP-binding cassette transporters [166,167]. 

This multidrug resistance protein is also expressed by the reactive astrocytes via TNF-α and 

nuclear factor (NF)-κB signaling [168]. Its fundamental function is to impede the entry of 

harmful substances into the brain parenchyma from systemic circulations. Its overexpression 

is found in multiple neurological disorders and brain tumors. In brain tumors, P-gp is 

overexpressed at the BTB and in the cell membrane of tumor cells [169]. In addition, its 

overexpression is associated with multi-drug resistance against several anticancer and 

antiepileptic drugs [170]. However, temporary disruption of BBB upon exposure to higher 

focused ultrasound along with ultrasound contrast agents (microbubble) results in down-

regulation of P-gp on the blood vessels [171]. This non-invasive approach is widely used to 

enhance the drug permeability into the brain tissues [172].  

In addition, progressive dysfunction of P-gp with aging at the BBB is a contributing factor in 

increasing the risk of neurodegenerative diseases due to the increased risk of brain exposure 

to different xenobiotics and their possible toxicity [166,167,173]. For instance, its dysfunction 

reduces the clearance of the amyloid-β protein from the brain to the blood. Its regional up-

regulation in the midbrain and frontal regions is found in de novo Parkinson's disease [174]. 

Therefore, it plays important role in reducing the brain bioavailability and efficacy of various 

CNS therapeutics via the efflux mechanism. Thus, it is considered a promising obstacle in drug 

delivery to the brain. Moreover, most of the direct P-gp transporter inhibitors under clinical 

trials have failed due to their potential in disrupting the basal transporter function throughout 

the body owing to the wide distribution of P-gp [175,176]. Therefore, modulation of the P-gp 
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activity without disrupting the barrier function may require more elegant strategies to deliver 

the therapeutic molecules across BBB [87].  

Polymer-based nanotechnology is one of the most attractive and rapidly growing areas of 

nanomedicine-based technology. Examples of such materials are low molecular weight 

polymeric P-gp inhibitors. These include PEG300, TPGS (Vitamin E derivatives), 

polyethoxylated derivatives, thiomers, tween 80, and chitosan-4-thiobutylamidine [177–180]. 

Such polymers have been explored in increasing the oral bioavailability and penetration of 

therapeutic agents across the intestinal membrane using Caco-2 cell monolayer and its related 

in-vivo models by inhibiting P-gp activity. Therefore, such polymers carry the immense 

potential to be utilized in the designing of polymeric micelles for the effective delivery of 

therapeutic agents across BBB with enhanced retention effect [181–183].  

Among these polymers, a polyethoxylated polymer such as polyethylene oxide (PEO) has been 

used as a hydrophilic block in the development of Pluronic block copolymers consisting 

polypropylene oxide (PPO) as a hydrophobic block of varying chemical compositions to 

modulate the P-gp efflux transporter activity on BBB [176]. Their self-assembling property in 

micellar structure with higher P-gp inhibition activity has been extensively utilized in brain-

specific drug delivery [184,185].  

The P-gp modulating mechanisms of Pluronics include influence on mitochondrial function, 

energy conservation (ATP-depletion), and fluidization of BBB membrane in cells expressing 

P-gp, which leads to its inhibition [49]. The presence of cholesterol content in the membrane 

is responsible to alter the basal ATPase activity of cells-expressing P-gp. Moreover, the 

interaction of single-chain units of Pluronics (chelation) with the exposed cell membrane 

causes an increase in membrane fluidity. As a result, contributes to disrupted P-gp transport 
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activity. However, the PPO chain length (hydrophobic) has a strong influence on membrane 

microviscosity [81,186,187]. The schematic illustration of both the pathways is presented in 

Fig 8. 
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Fig 8: Mechanism of Pluronics in inhibiting P-gp-mediated efflux transport (A) Inhibition of ATP (B) Membrane fluidization 

Abbreviations: ADP, Adenosine di phosphate; ATP, Adenosine triphosphate; BBB, Blood brain barrier; NBD1/2, Nucleotide binding domain 1 and 2; P-gp, P-glycoprotein
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Several studies claimed the role of Pluronics as P-gp inhibitor. For instance, Muller et al. 

reported the first study regarding the effect of Pluronics on P-gp activity in BBB. This study 

revealed that the concentration of Pluronic P85 has a strong influence on the accumulation of 

rhodamine 123 in brain microvascular endothelial cells monolayers. The block copolymer P85 

at a concentration below critical micelle concentration enhanced the accumulation of the 

rhodamine 123 in brain microvascular endothelial cells through inhibition of P-gp-mediated 

drug efflux. In addition, at a concentration above critical micelle concentration, P85 block 

copolymer increased the vesicular transport of the drug into brain microvessels. Such effect of 

the P85 block copolymer was found in cells/membranes overexpressing P-gp rather than the 

normal cells [188]. 

Batrakova et al. reported that the Pluronic block copolymers with differing HLB values and 

block lengths have a strong influence in inhibiting P-gp activity. The Pluronics with 

intermediate PPO block length (from 30 to 60 units) with HLB < 20 are reported to be the most 

effective ones in inhibiting P-gp efflux in brain microvascular endothelial cells than the 

Pluronics with HLB of 20–29 and PPO block length > 60 units respectively. Therefore, 

optimization of the Pluronic block copolymer composition is critically important for effective 

P-gp inhibition on BBB [182]. The studies on the inherent property of such block copolymer 

of varying composition in brain-specific delivery is presented in Table 4.  
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Pluronic block 

copolymers 

Average no of 

PPO units 

Average no 

of PEO units 

HLB value Outcome  Reference  

F127 65.2 200.4 22  F127 based PMs increased the 

uptake of Rho123 (P-gp substrate) 

in RBECs of BBB (enhanced 

fluorescence) than free Rho 123  

 F127 based PMs increased the 

drug release in CSF by 1.1-fold 

than that of PBS within 24 h 

[139,187,189] 

P85 39.6 52.2 16  P85 based PMs increased the 

drug release in CSF by 1.2-fold 

than that of PBS within 72h 

[187,189] 

F68 

 

29.0 152.0 29  F68 based PMs increased the 

drug release in CSF by 1.0-folds 

than that of PBS within 24 h 

[189] 

L121 and 

P123 

 

 

68.2 

70.0 

10.0 

40.0 

1 

8 

 The L121 and P123 based mixed 

PMs exhibited higher brain/blood 

ratio (p<0.05) than free drug 

[87,190,191] 

Table 4: Types of Pluronics with varied composition in brain specific delivery  
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Abbreviations: CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; PBS, Phosphate buffer saline; PMs, Polymeric micelles; RBECs, Rat brain endothelial cells; TPGS, D-α-

tocopheryl polyethylene glycol succinate 

 

 

 

 

 The formulation decreased the 

blood concentration of drug with 

15-fold increase in the brain 

concentration of drug via 

inhibition of P-gp mediated efflux 

mechanism 

P123 70.0 40.0 8  P123 increased the brain uptake of 

PMs by 2-fold than free drug 

[87,190,191] 
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            5. Application in neurotherapeutics  

In this section, we described the challenges associated with the treatment of various CNS 

diseases and the applications of polymeric micelles as an alternative therapeutic option.  

5.1. Alzheimer’s disease  

Alzheimer’s disease is an acquired complex cognitive disorder that is associated with behavioral 

impairments/non-cognitive symptoms as the disease progresses [192,193]. This disease 

predominantly affects the memory-related regions of the brain with an accumulation of 

neurofibrillary tangles and extracellular amyloid plaques as a distinctive feature [194]. In 

addition, impaired hypothalamic function, metabolic derangement, disturbances in monoamine 

signaling and mood, and inflammation are also associated with Alzheimer’s disease [195–197].  

Despite the extensive investigation in understanding the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s 

disease over the past three decades, limited success has been achieved in terms of effective 

treatment to cure it. As the existing drugs have failed to provide a good therapeutic response in 

patients with Alzheimer’s disease due to the following problems related to their inability to cross 

BBB. This includes hydrophilicity, extensive metabolism, poor solubility, and bioavailability 

via oral route [193,198]. Therefore, the effectiveness of the treatment can be increased by 

utilizing the principle of site-specific targeting and delivering strategies of polymeric micelles. 

For instance, Agwa et al. functionalized the polymeric micelles for targeted delivery of 

conjugated linoleic acid to the brain via an oral route to treat Alzheimer’s disease. For the 

effective targeting of brain, linoleic acid was covalently attached with lactoferrin (Lf) via 

carbodiimide coupling reaction that formed the amide bond between the carboxylic groups of 

conjugated linoleic acid and primary amines of Lf. The developed polymeric micelles offered 

sustained-release profile and resulted in 2.8-fold increase in the concentration of drug in brain 

tissue than other organs without any toxic effects. This increased concentration of Lf was 
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attributed to Lf binding sites in brain endothelial capillary cells (receptor-mediated endocytosis). 

Its in-vivo study revealed 3-fold decrease in the hippocampus acetylcholinesterase activity, 3-

fold increase in total antioxidant capacity with 2.2-fold decrease in the amyloid-β peptide 1-42 

levels upon oral administration than diseased rats respectively [199].   

The limited availability of anti- Alzheimer’s disease drugs with potential to provide symptomatic 

relief by acetylcholinesterase inhibition and NMDA glutamate antagonism without any effect on 

disease progression has shifted the attention of researchers onto the other effective alternative 

approaches [200]. This includes peptide and siRNA (more potent and selective) based therapies 

with efficiency to regulate epigenetic changes and reduce the amyloid plaque area of brain by 

binding with amyloid-β, which is one of the hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease. However, their 

poor in-vivo stability, inefficient cell entry, lack of oral bioavailability, degradation by 

endopeptidases, and poor pharmacokinetic profile, are significant challenges in the clinical 

administration of the aforementioned therapeutics [76,164,201–203]. Therefore, the unique 

functional properties and prolonged retention effect of polymeric micelles have been utilized in 

the delivery of the aforementioned therapeutics for the effective management of Alzheimer’s 

disease. PEGylation is one of the approaches used for augmenting their metabolic stability and 

reducing immunogenicity. For the effective amyloid-β targeting, functionalized cross-linked and 

hybrid micellar systems have been utilized to deliver the therapeutics by overcoming the transport 

barriers [76,164,204].  

Further, the phytoconstituent-based therapies with efficiency to regulate hippocampal expression 

have also gained attention as an effective strategy to treat Alzheimer’s disease. This is because of 

the reported pharmacological activities of phytoconstituents in in-vivo Alzheimer’s disease 

models in regulating the hippocampal expression and progression at post-transcriptional levels.  

However, their poor penetration across BBB is also a major challenge. For instance Yang et al. 
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co-functionalized PEG-PLA based polymeric micelles with neural cell adhesion molecule 

mimetic peptide C3 and triphenylphosphonium via thiol-maleimide coupling reaction for 

neuronal-mitochondria targeting of resveratrol. The co-functionalized micelles showed 3.9-fold 

higher fluorescence in brain than non-functionalized polymeric micelles. In vivo studies revealed, 

higher localization of the co-functionalized polymeric micelles in brain neurons of transgenic 

mice than in the hippocampus and cortex regions of brain upon intravenous administration. The 

co-functionalized polymeric micelles delivered 2.6-fold higher concentration of resveratrol in 

brain mitochondria with 1.2-fold prolonged retention in blood than drug-loaded in non-

functionalized polymeric micelles respectively. Further in animal model, the co-functionalization 

enhanced the therapeutic response of the resveratrol by reducing mitochondrial reactive oxygen 

species generation (p<0.05), higher SIRT-1 and synaptophysin expression (p<0.05), reducing 

hyperphosphorylation of tau-protein (p<0.05) and markedly reducing plaque burden in 

hippocampus and cortex regions than free drug respectively. The immunofluorescent images 

revealed reduced levels of microglial marker Iba-1 by functionalized polymeric micelles in 

hippocampal region of transgenic mice with Alzheimer’s disease than free drug [205]. Further, 

the case studies on the polymeric micelles and its functionalization for the delivery of drugs, 

peptides, siRNA, and phytoconstituents across BBB for the effective treatment of Alzheimer’s 

disease are presented in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Polymeric micelles based drug delivery systems and its functionalization to treat Alzheimer’s disease 

ABC Targeting 

ligands/Stimuli 
Size Therapeutics Biological model/route of 

administration 
Outcome References 

Synthetic drug therapy 
Polysorbate attached α,β-

poly(N-2-hydroxyethyl)- 

d,l-aspartamide- 

squalenyl-C17 

- 34 nm Rivastigmine   Neuro2A cells   2-fold increase in the drug concentration loaded in PMs was 

observed in Neuro2A cells than free drug 

 1-folds increase in the stability of drug loaded in PMs in 

human plasma than free drug (prolonged retention effect) 

 Good cellular uptake potential  

[206] 

PCL-PMPC-PGMA Asparagine 

endopeptidase-

responsive 

105 nm Donepezil, 

PTX, insulin 
 SAMP8 mice/ 

intranasal 
 1.2-fold higher number of NeuN in mice hippocampus than 

non-functionalized PMs (rescued memory deficits) 

 18.3-fold higher brain retention of donepezil than non-

functionalized PMs  

[207] 

PEG-PLGA - Below 

200 nm 
Memantine  bEnd cells 

 APPswe/PS1dE9 mice/oral  

 In vitro studies revealed 40% retention of the PMs in bEnd 

cells  

 2.3-folds decrease in the amyloid plaques was observed by 

the drug loaded PMs in cortex region of mice brain than 

free drug (p<0.01) respectively  

[208] 

DSPE-PEG2000 - 58.6 nm Galantamine   Wistar rats (β-

Amyloid-

induced)/oral  

 5.4-fold increase in brain concentration of drug loaded PMs 

was observed in 8h with 4.3-fold increase in AUC24 (brain 

levels) than free drug 

 Enhanced pharmacological activity with higher reductions 

in MDA and nitrile levels (p<0.001) was observed upon 

treatment with drug loaded PMs than free drug 

 The formulation increased the levels of GSH (p<0.01) than 

free drug 

[209] 

mPEG-PCL - 84 nm Metformin  

romidepsin  
 Swiss albino mice (STZ-

induced)/intravenous 
 1.0-folds and 1.1-fold decrease in the AchE activity/ histone 

H3 acetylation levels and CREB mRNA expression levels  

was observed by drug loaded PMs in mice brain than 

physical mixture of both the drugs respectively  

 1.3-fold reduction in the inflammatory markers was 

observed by drug loaded PMs than physical mixture of both 

the drugs 

[210] 
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Peptide therapy 
PEG-PLA Wheat germ 

agglutinin 
120 nm VIP 

(neuroprotect

ive peptide) 

 Kunming mice  

SD rats (ethylcholine 

aziridium)/intranasal 

 5.6-, 6.6- and 7.7-fold increase in AUC0-12h of 

functionalized PMs was observed in olfactory bulb, 

cerebrum and cerebellum than non-functionalized PMs 

 2.1-fold increase in the cholinergic activity was noted 

than non-functionalized PMs  

[211] 

PEG-co-PCL Lactoferrin  88 nm NAP peptide   ICR mice (amyloid 1-40 

and IBO-

induced)/intranasal 

 Higher AUC0-8h ratio of brain/blood of functionalized 

PMs was observed than (p<0.001) non-functionalized 

PMs 

 The functionalized PMs reduced the AchE activity by 1-

folds than (p<0.05)  non-functionalized PMs  

 1.1-fold increase in cholinesterase activity  with 

decreased number of neuronal loss was noted in 

hippocampus CA1 region upon treatment with 

functionalized PMs (p<0.05) than non-functionalized 

PMs  

[212] 

siRNA based therapy 
LPEI-g-PEG Disulfide 

cross-linking 
Below 100 n  siRNA for 

BACE1 

(N/P ratio 

of 5) 

 N2a cells 

 C57BL/6J 

mice/intraventricular 

 The functionalized PMs successfully targeted BACE1 

and APP in cytoplasm of N2a cells  

 1.5- and 1.3-fold reduction was observed in  BACE1 and 

APP levels with greater than 95% cell viability  than 

nontransfected control respectively 

 1.8-fold higher in-vivo BACE1 knockdown efficiency of 

the PMs was observed in cortex and hippocampus region 

of mice brain than non-transfected control 

[213] 

PEG-PDMAEMA CGN and QSH 

peptide 
70 nm siRNA for  

BACE1 

(N/P ratio 

of 10) 

 ICR mice (amyloid-β42-

induced)/intravenous  
 Higher BACE1 inhibition efficiency (p<0.05) by 

functionalized PMs was observed in hippocampus region 

than sham control 

 2.5-fold increase in hippocampus/cerebellum ratio of 

functionalized PMs was noted than non-functionalized 

PMs 

[204] 
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PEG-PDMAEMA CGN and QSH 

peptide 
70 nm siRNA for  

BACE1 

(N/P ratio 

of 10) 

 APP/PS1 

mice/intravenous  
 1.9- and 3.9-fold higher concentration of functionalized 

PMs was observed in brain region than non-

functionalized PMs 

 The functionalized PMs inhibited amyloid-β production 

by silencing BACE1 gene expression and its downstream 

proteins (p<0.05) than non-functionalized PMs  

 The functionalized PMs reduced the in-vivo amyloid 

plaque burden to a greater extent in hippocampus region 

of mice than non-functionalized PMs 

[214] 

Phytoconstituents 

mPEG-PCL - 70 nm Resveratrol   PC12 cells (amyloid-β 

treated) 
 Higher cellular uptake of PMs was noted in the cytoplasm 

of PC12 cells  

 1.4-fold increase in the cell viability of PMs was observed 

than free drug 

 1.9-fold higher reduction in caspase-3 activation by PMs 

than free drug 

[215] 

PEG-PLA - 80 nm Curcumin  Tg2576 mice/oral  6-fold higher AUC and mean residence time of PMs was 

noted in brain than free curcumin  

 Reduced the plaque area of brain (p=0.046) than free 

curcumin respectively and indicated potential for AD 

therapy  

[216] 

PEG-Lys-PCL - 91 nm Baicalein   Wistar rats (scopolamine-

induced)/intraperitoneal  
 5.0- and 2.2-fold increase in the BDNF gene expression 

by PMs was observed than scopolamine control and 

memantine treated group respectively 

 15.0-fold increase in SIRT6 gene expression by PMs was 

observed than scopolamine control without any 

significant difference with memantine treated group 

 27.0-and 3.1-fold increase in SELADIN gene expression 

by PMs was noted than scopolamine control and 

memantine treated group  

[217]  
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Abbreviations: AchE, Acetylcholinesterase; AD, Alzheimer’s diseases; APP, Amyloid precursor protein; AUC, Area under curve; bEnd cells, Brian endothelial cells; BACE1, β-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving 

enzyme 1; BDNF, Brain derived neuronal factor; bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor; CA1, Hippocampal cornu ammonis; CGN, Human synthetic cingulin peptide; CREB, Cyclic AMP-response element binding protein; 

DSPE-PEG2000, 1, 2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-polyethylene glycol 2000; GSH, Reduced glutathione; LPEI-g-PEG, Linear polyethyleneimine-graft-polyethylene glycol; MDA, Malondialdehyde; 

mPEG-PCL, methoxypolyethylene glycol-polycaprolactone; NAP, Neuroactive peptide; NeuN, Neuronal specific nuclear protein; Neuro2A/N2a cells, Mouse neuroblastoma cell line; PC12 cells, Pheochromocytoma of the 

rat adrenal medulla; PMs, Polymeric micelles; PCL-PMPC-PGMA, Polycaprolactone-Poly (2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphoryl choline) - poly (glycidyl meth- acrylate); PEG-co-PCL, Polyethylene glycol-co-

polycaprolactone; PEG-Lys-PCL, Poly Ethylene Glycol-Lysine-(Poly Caprolactone); PEG-PDMAEMA, Polyethylene glycol- Poly(2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate);; PEG-PLA, Polyethylene glycol-polylactic acid; 

PEG-PLGA, Polyethylene glycol-Polylactic-co-glycolic acid; QSH, D-enantiomeric peptide, QSHYRHISPAQV; SD, Spragy-dawley; siRNA, Small interfering ribonucleic acid; SIRT6, Sirtuin 6; STZ, Streptozotocin; VIP, 

Vasoactive intestinal peptide  
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5.2 Parkinson’s disease  

This disease is the second most commonly occurring neurodegenerative disease that is 

characterized by movement disorder with additional non-motor symptoms [218]. The 

movement disorder occurs mainly because the dopaminergic neurodegeneration of substantia 

nigra pars compacta region in the midbrain results in striatal dopamine depletion [219]. While 

the non-motor symptoms appear due to widespread neurodegeneration involving cortex and 

brainstem regions [220]. Mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, and impairment of 

microglia are also associated with the disease as observed in the case of neurodegenerative 

disorders [221]. The presence of α-synuclein (α-syn) aggregates (Lewy bodies) contributes to 

the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease [222].  

Mostly the available anti- Parkinson’s disease drugs restore the dopaminergic activity in 

striatum by acting on dopaminergic pathways including dopaminergic neurons, receptors 

(agonists and antagonists), and its associated metabolic pathways by acting on monoamine 

oxidase-B and catechol-O-methyltransferase [223]. However, their poor pharmacokinetic 

profile and undesirable side effects at higher doses such as dyskinesia, anxiety, depression, and 

motor complications limit their therapeutic efficacy [224]. The encapsulation of anti- 

Parkinson’s disease drugs in micelles has been reported to increase the therapeutic effect of 

drugs by improving consistency, brain penetration, metabolic stability, controlled release, and 

bio-distribution of drugs [225]. For instance, Bi et al. developed PEG-PLA based polymeric 

micelles surface-functionalized with LF for the intranasal delivery of rotigotine to brain for the 

treatment of Parkinson’s disease. The functionalization led to higher cellular uptake of PMs in 

16HBE and SH-SY5Y cells (p<0.05) than non-functionalized polymeric micelles via LF-

mediated enhanced penetration with higher intracellular localization around nuclei. The in vivo 

study revealed enhanced fluorescence signals of functionalized polymeric micelles in mice 

brain (higher brain accumulation) post 6h incubation than non-functionalized polymeric 
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micelles upon intranasal administration in a concentration-dependent manner respectively. 

Further, an increase in AUC0-8h of rotigotine by 1.2-, 1.3-, 1.9-, and 1.2- fold in olfactory bulb, 

striatum, cerebrum with removed striatum, and cerebellum was observed in case of 

functionalized PMs compared to non-functionalized PMs respectively [226].  

Vong et al. developed poly(L-DOPA)-based self-assembled nanodrug based on poly(L-DOPA 

(OAc)2) as hydrophobic segment and PEG as hydrophilic segment by dialysis method to 

improve the Parkinson’s disease symptoms of L-DOPA. The cleavage of peptide bonds and 

acetyl groups in copolymer in the presence of physiological enzymes (protease and esterase) 

provided a prolonged supply of drug into the systemic circulation with improved dopamine 

conversion in brain upon intraperitoneal administration of L-DOPA loaded polymeric 

micelles. Its in vivo studies revealed 7.9-fold increase in AUC of plasma in mice treated with 

the polydopamine nanoparticles than free drug upon intraperitoneal administration 

respectively. The therapeutic effect of the polydopamine nanoparticles was increased by 1.2- 

and 1.4-fold (p<0.05) than the free drug as a measure of reduced foot slips and resting tremor 

score in grid/beam walk test without any potential toxicity. In addition, the polydopamine 

nanoparticles inhibited the L-DOPA-induced dyskinesia in mice by reducing the abnormal 

involuntary muscle score (p<0.01) and increasing the latency time (p<0.05) than free drug 

respectively. Therefore, polymeric micelles can be used to enhance the clinical utility of anti- 

Parkinson’s disease drugs [227].  

In one of the studies, Wang et al. developed polymeric micelles-based thermosensitive gel 

composed of mPEG-PLGA to enhance the solubility and brain delivery of rotigotione. In vivo 

study revealed 1.2-fold higher mean residence time of drug-loaded polymeric micelles based 

thermosensitive gel upon intranasal administration than drug-loaded polymeric micelles. In 

addition, the formulation revealed 1.79-fold higher mean residence time of drug-loaded 

polymeric micelles based thermosensitive gel in comparison with intravenous administration. 
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Polymeric micelles based thermosensitive gel enhanced the distribution of drug in olfactory 

bulb, cerebrum, cerebellum, and striatum by 2.7-, 1.7-, 1.6-, and 1.8-fold upon intranasal 

administration without damaging nasal mucosa of rats in comparison to intravenous 

administration of free drug solution [228].  Brynskikh et al. developed polyion complex 

micelles composed of PEG-PEI for the packaging of catalase for brain delivery.  Further, to 

enhance the BBB penetration and to overcome the breakdown of the catalase, the packed 

nanoenzyme was loaded into bone marrow macrophage to treat Parkinson’s disease. The in 

vivo study performed on C57Bl/6 mice revealed higher localization of functionalized 

polymeric micelles in brain than non-functionalized PMs respectively. The functionalized 

polymeric micelles with bone marrow macrophage exhibited a good biodistribution profile of 

the loaded enzyme in the brain of MPTP (1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine)-

intoxicated mice than enzyme loaded polymeric micelles without bone marrow macrophage. 

Further, it exhibited 2-fold reduction in the micro- gliosis (CD11b expression) and 2-fold 

increase in the tyrosine-hydroxylase expressing dopaminergic neurons in mice than non-

functionalized polymeric micelles and control upon intravenous administration, respectively 

[229].  

Amongst phytoconstituents, acteoside and Epigallocatechin-3-gallate are capable of 

ameliorating oxidative stress-induced nuceli/DNA fragmentation and in regulating tyrosine 

hydroxylase /α-syn expression in substantial nigra region of brain [230]. These have been 

loaded in PMs to enhance their therapeutic efficacy and brain delivery. For instance, Xue et al. 

developed chitosan-coated mPEG-PLA based polymeric micelles conjugated with nerve 

growth factor, acteoside and pDNA to treat Parkinson’s disease. The schematic illustration of 

conjugation and its treatment process. The in vivo study performed on MPTP-intoxicated C57 

mice revealed higher fluorescent intensity of functionalized polymeric micelles in substantia 

nigra region of brain by nerve growth factor receptor-mediated endocytosis than control upon 
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intraperitoneal administration. The functionalized polymeric micelles released acteoside and 

pDNA into the neurons via entry by nerve growth factor receptor expressed on neurons and 

repaired damaged dopaminergic neurons by reducing tyrosine hydroxylase /α-syn expression 

ratio in mice (p<0.01) than disease-induced group respectively [231].  The case studies 

regarding brain-specific delivery of therapeutics for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease using 

polymeric micelles are presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Polymeric micelles based drug delivery systems and its functionalization to treat PD 

ABC Targeting 

ligands 

Size Therapeutics Biological 

model/route of 

administration 

Outcome Reference  

Proteins 

PEG-PLGA Lactoferrin  Less than 150 

nm 

Urocortin   bEnd.3 cells 

 BALB/c mice (6-

OHDA-

induced)/intravenous  

 3-fold increase in brain accumulation of functionalized 

PMs was observed than non-functionalized PMs via 

endocytosis mechanism involving lactoferrin 

 2.4- and 2.3-fold increase in AUC and Cmax of 

coumarin-6 in brain by functionalized PMs was noted 

than non-functionalized PMs  

 The functionalized PMs reduced the striatum lesion of 

mice with higher contents of dopamine, DOPAC, and 

HVA than PBS group respectively 

[232] 

PEG-PLGA Odorranalectin 114 nm Urocortin  Hemiparkinsonian rats 

(6-OHDA-

induced)/intranasal  

 Stronger fluorescence intensity of functionalized PMs 

was noted in brain for up to 8h (p<0.05) than non-

functionalized PMs  

 3.4-fold decrease in rotation number of rats by 

functionalized PMs was observed in rotation behavior 

test than non-functionalized PMs 

 2.2-fold increase in dopamine levels was noted by 

functionalized PMs in lesioned striatum of rats than 

non-functionalized PMs 

[233] 
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Genes 

PEG-PAMAM Lactoferrin  - hGDNF  SD rats (Rotenone-

induced)/intravenous  

 1.7-fold higher GDNF expression levels by lactoferrin 

functionalized PMs was noted than transferrin 

functionalized PMs 

 6.2-fold higher GDNF expression levels by lactoferrin 

functionalized PMs post five injections in rats than its 

single injection respectively  

 8-fold higher dopamine levels was noted in rats treated 

with lactoferrin functionalized PMs than that of 

functionalized PMs without GDNF 

[234] 

DGL-PEG Angiopep 119 nm hGDNF  SD rats (Rotenone-

induced)/intravenous 

 Higher cellular uptake of functionalized PMs was 

observed than non-functionalized PMs in BCECs 

 The functionalized PMs reduced the loss of 

dopaminergic neurons in nigrostriatal system of rat’s 

brain than non-functionalized PMs after 45 days of 

treatment  

[235] 

PEG-PEI - 129 nm siSNCA  PC12 cells   The PMs exhibited better transfection efficiency of 

72.4% in PC12 cells than lipofectamine/siSNCA 

 The formulation showed higher intracellular distribution 

in PC12 cells by escaping the lyososme  

 1.0-folds decrease in mRNA SNCA expression levels 

was observed by functionalized PMs than 

[236] 
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Abbreviations: BCECs, Brain capillary endothelial cells; DGL-PEG, Dendrigraft poly-L-lysine-polyethylene glycol; DOPAC, 3, 4-Dihydroxyphenyl acetic acid; EGCG, Epigallocatechin-3-gallate; GFP, 

Green fluorescent protein; hGDNF, Human glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; HVA, Homovanillic acid; MDA, Malondialdehyde; NLCs, Nerve like cells; 6-OHDA, 6-hydroxydopamine; PBS, 

Phosphate buffer saline; PC12 cells, Pheochromocytoma cell line; PEG-PAMAM, Polyethylene glycol-poly(amidoamine); PEG-PEI, Polyethyleneglycol- polyethyleneimine; PEG-PLGA, Polyethylene 

glycol-poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); SD rats, Spraguy-dawley rats; siSNCA, α-synuclein siRNA 

lipofectamine/siSNCA respectively with higher cell 

viability  

Phytoconstituents 

Pluronic® 

F127 and 

sodium 

dodecyl sulfate 

- 35 nm EGCG  NLCs 

 Knockdown parkin 

transgenic 

Drosophila 

Melanogaster 

 The developed PMs ameliorated the generation of 

reactive oxygen species in NLCs and maintained 

mitochondrial membrane potential (p<0.01) than free 

EGCG respectively  

  2.5-fold decrease in MDA levels was noted by PMs 

than free EGCG in flies  

 The formulation increased the survival proportion and 

climbing performance of transgenic parkin flies 

(p<0.05) than that of free EGCG 

[237] 
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5.3 Gliomas  

Gliomas are the most commonly occurring primary brain tumors (intra-axial) found in adults with 

high heterogeneity [238]. These are of mostly neuroepithelial origin and differ in mutation status 

in diverse patients [239,240]. These possess similarities with the glial cells of the brain and are 

composed of astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, and ependymomas depending upon the type of 

glial cell involved in tumor [241]. Amongst these, the high-grade astrocytomas i.e., “glioblastoma 

multiforme”, is the most aggressive and malignant form of all brain tumors. They are mostly found 

in cerebrum and cerebellum region of brain [242]. The glioma cells consist of glioblastoma stem 

cells, which are highly infiltrative, invasive, aggressive and resistant to therapy. This results in 

incomplete cytoreductive surgeries and reoccurrence of tumor within 2 cm of the original lesion 

[238]. Thus, these are characterized by invasive phenotype with high migration ability [243]. 

Furthermore, the side effects of radiotherapy and poor efficacy of the usual chemotherapy increase 

the mortality risk i.e., the median survival time of 14.6 months in glioma patients [244]. Therefore, 

the encapsulation of various CNS therapeutics into the polymeric micelles is reported to offer 

higher drug delivery across the BBB/BTB. The case studies on polymeric micelles used in the 

treatment of gliomas are presented in Table 7.  
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 Table 7: Polymeric micelles based drug delivery systems and its functionalization to treat gliomas 

ABC Targeting 

ligands/stimuli 

Size Therapeutics Biological model/route 

of administration 

Outcome  Reference  

Chemotherapeutic drugs 

PEG-PLA - 30 nm Cyclopamine and 

temozolomide 

 U87MG cells   3.7-fold increase in inhibition of GBM cells by cyclopamine 

loaded PMs than free drug 

 1.3-fold decrease in clonogenicity of GBM cells by cyclopamine 

loaded PMs than free drug by attenuating Gli1 expression  

 Combination of  cyclopamine loaded PMs with temozolomide 

exhibited combination index between 0.1 and 0.3 and indicated 

synergism  

[245] 

PEtOz-SS-PCL Reduction responsive  88.4 nm Doxorubicin  Orthotopic C6-Luci cells-

bearing mice/intravenous 

 2.4-fold increase in doxorubicin concentration by functionalized 

PMs in mices’ brain than free drug via EPR effect 

 1.1-fold decrease in the tumor growth rate of drug loaded 

functionalized PMs in mice than free drug  

 1.4-fold increase in median survival time of mice than free drug  

[246] 

DSPE-PEG2000 Borneol  14.9 nm Doxorubicin   C6-glioblastoma cells 

 C6 cells bearing ICR 

mice/intravenous  

 0.9-folds higher drug penetration across BBB by functionalized 

PMs than non-functionalized PMs 

 Functionalized PMs reduced the tumor volume in histopathological 

brain samples of mice than non-functionalized PMs 

[247] 

PEG-PCL Tat-cell penetrating 

peptide/bombesin 

(GRPR ligand) 

79.6 nm  Camptothecin   C6-glioma cells 

 C6 glioma rat model/intranasal 

 1.8-fold decrease in the cell-viability of glioma C6 cells by drug 

loaded fusnctionalized PMs than non-functionalized PMs via 

[155] 
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receptor mediated endocytosis due to GRPR binding on glioma 

cells  

 2.0- and 1.3-fold increase in the mean survival time of rats by 

functionalized PMs than free drug and functionalized PMs without 

bombesin 

PEG-PLA Cyclic RGD 35 nm Paclitaxel  U87MG cells  

 U87MG cells bearing 

mice/intravenous 

 2.5-fold increase in the cytotoxic effect of drug loaded 

functionalized PMs than non-functionalized PMs due to higher 

binding of targeting ligand with glioma cells 

 2.3-fold decrease in the tumor volume of mice by drug loaded 

functionalized PMs than non-functionalized PMs with higher 

intracranial tumor accumulation 

[248] 

PEG-PLA RI-VAP 25 nm Paclitaxel   U87MG cells bearing nude 

mice/intravenous  

 Higher transcytosis efficiency and cellular uptake than non-

functionalized PMs due to higher affinity to bind with GRP78 

overexpressed on glioma cells 

 Higher targeting ability (p<0.001) than non-functionalized PMs 

 Higher reduction in tumor volume than (p<0.001) non-

functionalized PMs 

[249] 

PEG-PLA Stapled RAP12 35 nm Paclitaxel   U87MG cells bearing 

 BALB/c nude 

mice/intravenous  

 3.0-fold increase in the penetration capacity of functionalized PMs 

in brain than non-functionalized PMs  

 2.1-fold higher accumulation of functionalized PMs in mice brain 

than non-functionalized PMs  

 1.3-fold increase in anti-glioma efficacy in mice than non-

functionalized PMs and functionalized PMs without stapled RAP12 

[145] 

Proteins/peptides 
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PEG-PLA Cyclic RGD peptide 22.4 nm sPMI   U87MG cells 

 U87MG cells implanted  

BALB/c nude 

mice/intravenous 

 1.9-fold decrease in the cell viability of glioma cells by peptide 

loaded functionalized PMs than sPMI alone respectively by 

increasing the  protein levels of p53 and MDM2 

 2.4-fold increase in the apoptotic effect by peptide loaded 

functionalized PMs in glioma cells than sPMI alone by arresting 

cells in G1 and G2 phase  

 3.6-fold decrease in the tumor volume of mice by peptide loaded 

functionalized PMs with temozolomide than that of functionalized 

PMs without temozolomide respectively  

[250] 

Nucleic acid  

CDX–PEG–b-PLA 

and PEG-PEI 

Cyclic RGD - TRIAL gene and 

paclitaxel  

 U87 cells bearing nude 

mice/intravenous  

 2.1-fold increase in the transfection efficiency of functionalized 

mixed PMs was observed upon co-loading of drug and gene 

 The co-loaded functionalized mixed PMs resulted in prolonged 

survival time in mice bearing glioblastoma cells (p<0.0001) than 

individual functionalized mixed PMs because of synergistic anti-

glioblastoma effect 

[251] 

PLA-b-PDMAEMA - 65 nm miR-21 inhibitor and 

doxorubicin  

 LN229 glioma cells bearing 

BALB/c-A nude 

mice/intratumoral  

 2.5-fold higher transfection efficiency of PMs than PEI due to 

higher surface charge density and improved endosomal escaping 

ability  

 9-fold decrease in the tumor volume by PMs was observed than that 

of negative control after 22 days of treatment  

[252] 
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R7L10 

amphiphilic 

peptide  

- - Glioblastoma-

specific thymidine 

kinase gene and 

bevacizumab 

 Glioblastoma bearing  

BALB/c-A nude 

mice/intratumoral 

 100-fold lower in vitro transfection efficiency of peptide PMs was 

observed than PEI 

 2.1-fold decrease in cell viability by peptide PMs was observed than 

PEI 

 1.2- and 1.5-fold decrease in the tumor volume by peptide PMs was 

noted than drug alone and blank PMs  

[253] 

PEG-PEI-PCL Folic acid  54 nm Anti-BCL-2 siRNA 

and temozolomide  

 Rat bearing orthotropic 

glioma/intracranial  

 The co-loaded functionalized PMs reduced the tumor volume (p < 

0.05) in rats in comparison to functionalized PMs containing 

individual therapy 

 The co-loaded functionalized PMs reduced the expression level of 

BCL-2 in glioma cells (p<0.05) than that of functionalized PMs 

containing individual therapy 

 2.2- and 2.5-fold decrease in tumor volume by co-loaded 

functionalized PMs was noted than that of individual functionalized 

PMs containing drug/siRNA respectively 

[254] 

Phytoconstituents 

pNP-PEG3400-

DOPE 

scFv (GLUT1 

antibody) 

14.8 nm Curcumin and 

doxorubicin  

 U87MG cells  2.9-fold increase in doxorubicin concentration in the nuclei was 

observed by functionalized PMs than free drug 

 The co-loaded functionalized PMs exhibited increased cytotoxic 

effect than (p<0.05) that of non-functionalized PMs. 

 Therefore, indicated synergism with improved combination index 

 1.9-fold decrease in cell viability of U87MG spheroids was noted 

by co-loaded functionalized PMs than (p<0.005) that of  free 

curcumin/doxorubicin respectively 

[255] 
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Abbreviations: BBB, Blood brain barrier; BCL-2, B-cell lymphoma 2; C6-cells, Spindle-like cells that simulate human glioblastoma; CDX-PEG-b-PLA, Cyclodextrin-polyethylene glycol-block-poly lactic acid; DSPE-PEG2000, 

Distearoyl phosphatidyl ethanolamine-polyethylene glycol; DBTRG-05MG cells, Denver Brain Tumor Research Group 05; EPR, Enhanced permeation effect; GBM, Glioblastoma  multiforme; GLUT1, Glucose transporter 

antibody single chain fragment variable; GRP-78, Glucose-regulated protein-78; GRPR, Gastrin releasing peptide receptor; LN229 cells,  Mutated p53  malignant glioblastoma cell line; MDM2, Murine double minute 2; mPEG-

PCL, Methoxy polyethylene glycol –polycaprolactone; PEG-PCL, Polyethylene glycol-polycaprolactone; PEG-PEI, Polyethylene glycol-polyethylenimine; PEG-PEI-PCL, Polyethylene glycol-polyethylenimine-

polycaprolactone; PEG-PLA, Poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(lactic acid); PLA-b-PDMAEMA, Poly(lactic acid)-block-polydimethylaminoethyl methacrylate; PEtOz-SS-PCL, Poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)-b-poly (epsilon-

caprolactone); pNP-PEG3400-DOPE, Nitrophenylcarbonyl-polyethylene glycol3400- 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphoethanolamine; R7L10, Arginine stretch and a 10-leucine stretch; siRNA, Small interfering ribonucleic acid; 

sPMI, Stapled peptide antagonist; U87MG cells, Malignant glioblastoma  cell line 

 

 

 

 

Chitosan-Pluronic  - 51 nm Myricetin   DBTRG-05MG cells 

 Nu/nu mice/intragastric  

 Higher permeability across BBB of myricetin PMs was observed 

than (p<0.05)  free myricetin 

 2.1-fold increase in the content of myricetin PMs was observed in 

brain than free myricetin within 40 minutes of intragastric 

administration 

 1.3-fold decrease in tumor volume of mice by myricetin PMs was 

noted than that of blank PMs  

[256] 

mPEG-PCL - 34 nm Honokiol and 

doxorubicin  

 C6 cells bearing nude BALB/c 

mice 

 1.4- and 3.1-fold increase in cell apoptosis by co-loaded PMs was 

noted than individual PMs (containg both drugs alone) 

 2.3-and 3.6-fold decrease in the tumor volume by the co-loaded 

PMs was observed than that of   individual PMs  

 1.8- and 3.4-fold decrease in the tumor weight by co-loaded PMs 

was noted than  individual PMs  

[257] 
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For instance, Li et al. developed docetaxel conjugated polylactic acid-polyethylene glycol 

functionalized with cyclic Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic acid-D-Tyrosine-Lysine 

c(RGDyK) ligand for targeting integrin αvβ3 receptors overexpressed in glioblastoma. 

These showed higher cellular uptake by U87MG and 9L cancer cells (p<0.05) in 

comparison to free drug and non-functionalized polymeric micelles respectively because 

of higher binding affinity of targeting ligand with integrin receptors. The functionalized 

PMs exhibited 1.5- and 2.2-fold increase in G2/M phase arrest of cancer cells in 

comparison to non-functionalized PMs and free drug with 4-fold higher area under curve 

than free drug respectively. In vivo study revealed about 1.9- and 2.9-fold decrease in 

relative tumor volume than non-functionalized polymeric micelles and free drug upon 

intravenous administration in tumor-bearing mice [258]. Nguyen et al. developed 

cationizable and non-ionizable polymeric micelles composed of DSPE-mPEG(2000) (1,2-

distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-methylpolyethyleneglycol-2000) 

(cationizable) and DSPE-PEG(2000)-amine (non-ionizable) copolymer to study their 

impact on in vivo intra-arterial treatment of glioma in rats. The in vivo study revealed 1.6-

fold increase in the concentration of cationizable polymeric micelles in hemisphere of 

healthy rats (p<0.01) in comparison to non-ionizable polymeric micelles respectively 

upon intra-arterial delivery. On the other hand, intra-arterial delivery of both the 

polymeric micelles in glioma-bearing rats revealed higher fluorescence in tumor (higher 

deposition) targeted by cationizable polymeric micelles than non-ionizable polymeric 

micelles along with heterogeneous distribution in lesion present in non-sectioned brains. 

Such variability in micellar deposition within tumor was demonstrated due to structural 

variability within lesion and subtle difference in arterial blood supply and pH. Thus, this 

study indicated that the optimization of polymeric micelles as a nanocarrier for site 
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specific drug delivery could offer significant impact on intra-arterial treatment of glioma 

[259].  

In another study, Guo et al. developed carmustine loaded polymeric micelles based on 

DSPE-PEG and bifunctionalized it using Pep-1 and borneol to penetrate across BBB and 

to target interleukin-13 receptor overexpressed on glioma cells. These showed higher 

cellular uptake by human brain microvascular endothelial cells (p<0.01) than non-

functionalized polymeric micelles respectively without producing any cytotoxic effect on 

endothelial cells. The developed bifunctionalized polymeric micelles exhibited good 

penetration efficiency across brain endothelial cells than non-functionalized micelles. 

However, no significant difference was observed between borneol functionalized 

polymeric micelles and bi-functionalized micelles, which indicated that borneol 

modification contributed in increasing the BBB penetration and Pep-1 in recognizing the 

tumor cells. The in vivo study revealed the highest accumulation and the longest retention 

of the bifunctionalized micelles at the brain sites (higher fluorescence) upon intravenous 

administration. Thus, exhibited higher biodistribution profile owing to better permeability 

and brain targeting efficiency (p<0.01) than non-functionalized polymeric micelles.  The 

dual functionalized polymeric micelles exhibited greater reduction in tumor growth of 

orthotopic Luc-BT325 glioma tumor bearing nude mice than free drug and functionalized 

polymeric micelles without Pep-1. These also prolonged the survival time by 1.0- folds 

and 1.1-fold than non-functionalized polymeric micelles and free drug respectively [260].  

Zhang et al. developed polyoxazoline-polyurethane (PMeOxPU(SS)-PMeOx) based 

polymeric micelles by incorporating disulfide bonds (reduction-responsive) into 

polyurethane backbone along with pH-sensitivity (PMeOx) for the efficient delivery of 

doxorubicin to glioma cells. The in vitro study revealed 1.2-fold increase in drug release 
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by dual responsive functionalized polymeric micelles at pH 5.0 in comparison to drug 

release at pH 7.4 buffer in the presence of redox reagent dithiothreitol.  Furthermore, about 

1.1-fold higher release of drug was observed at pH 5.0 in case of dual-responsive 

polymeric micelles as compared to redox-responsive micelles (single-responsive) after 

second and fourth hour. The developed dual-responsive polymeric micelles reduced the 

IC50 value of loaded drug by 6.3-fold than redox-responsive polymeric micelles because 

of the presence of disulfide bonds in polymer’s backbone that triggered more release of 

drug, which markedly reduced the tumor growth of C6-glioma cells. The prepared dual- 

responsive blank polymeric micelles were found non-toxic to C6-glioma cells, which 

makes them a suitable nanocarrier for in vivo drug delivery [261].  

5.4 Huntington’s disease  

Huntington’s disease is rarely occurring form of chronic neurodegenerative disease with 

four to ten cases per 100, 000 in populations of Western European origin [262]. This 

disease is caused by the repetition of CAG-trinucleotide in the gene that encodes for 

Huntingtin protein or by the expansion polyglutamine tract in Huntingtin protein with 

complex and unclear etiology [262,263]. It is characterized by neurodegeneration in 

striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen) with specific loss of efferent medium spiny 

neurons. This ultimately leads to shrinkage of brain [264]. The clinical manifestations of 

the huntington’s disease include movement disorder (chorea, loss of coordination, and 

psychiatric symptoms) and cognitive impairments [262].  

Amongst the recent treatment strategies, lithium salts have been widely explored as 

effective drugs to treat chronic neurodegenerative diseases including Huntington’s 

disease due to their multifold actions i.e., neuroprotective, anti-inflammatory and enzyme 

inhibitory effects [265,266]. Therefore, larger doses of lithium salts are considered to be 
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an effective treatment strategy to treat Huntington’s disease [267,268]. However, lithium 

salt therapy requires optimization due to its toxicity in other organs owing to slow BBB 

penetration [269].  Therefore, the encapsulation of lithium salts or any neuroprotective 

therapeutic molecule in polymeric micelles could be a prominent strategy to target them 

at the brain site via endocytosis.  

For instance, Xue et al. developed ethylene oxide containing self-fluorescent amphiphile 

i.e.  tetraphenylethelene that self-assembled in micellar structure consisting ethylene 

oxide as corona and tetraphenylethelene as core to encapsulate lithium ion 

(tetraphenylethelene -(EO)4-L2). These showed strong blue fluorescence due to presence 

of TPE upon incubation with HeLa cells for 12h without any cytotoxicity. The obtained 

results indicated that the lithium based polymeric micelles should be explored in the 

clinical treatment of Huntington’s disease. In addition, they paved the way for the new 

generation of lithium based drugs [267].  

Recently, Pepe et al. developed amphiphilic hyaluronic acid-fatty acid conjugates loaded 

with curcumin owing to its anti-apoptotic action for the treatment of Huntington’s disease. 

The developed nanoparticles increased the curcumin’s brain bioavailability (green 

fluorescence) as compared to pure curcumin upon incubation with striatal-derived 

immortalized cell line expressing mutant Huntingtin (STHdh111/111). In vitro cell line 

study under apoptotic conditions revealed higher reduction in the STHdh111/111 cells 

susceptibility to apoptosis upon pre-treatment with curcumin nanoparticles (p<0.0001) 

than pure curcumin. Thus, the developed nanoparticle system indicated its potential for 

further in vivo study in rodents [270]. 
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5.5 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis  

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is also a rarely occurring form of neurodegenerative disease 

associated with the dysfunction of motor neurons [271]. In addition to this, it affects the 

brain stem and spinal cord with a life span ranging from 24-48 months [272]. 

Biologically, this disease involves destructed motor neurons with loss of muscle tissues. 

As a result, it induces hemiplegia conditions in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

and ultimately demise due to shutting of the respiratory system [273–275]. Amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis is divided into two categories i.e. familial and sporadic among them, 

familial accounts for 5-20% of all the cases. There are only two drugs named riluzole and 

edaravone that are currently available and being used to overcome the lethal impacts of 

this deadly disease [276]. These drugs are able to slow down the progression of this 

disease however, these are but are unable to revert manifested symptoms of amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis [2,277]. Looking at these challenges, Tripodo et al. developed a carrier-

in-carrier system using inulin-d-α-tocopherol succinate based curcumin polymeric 

micelles loaded in mesenchymal stromal cells for targeting damaged brain tissues in ALS. 

The in vitro study revealed complete and persistent intracellular internalization of the 

developed micelles in the cytosol of mesenchymal stromal cells in a concentration-

dependent manner than free curcumin. The uptake of these micelles by the stromal cells 

was increased by 1.2-fold (higher fluorescence intensity) than free curcumin. In addition, 

the viability of stromal cells was increased upon treatment with the developed micelles 

(p<0.0001) than free curcumin [278].  

Jin et al. developed methoxypoly (ethylene glycol)-b-poly (D,L-lactic acid) based 

polymeric micelles and functionalized it by conjugating adenosine 2A receptor  agonist 

(purine nucleotide derivative CGS21680) for the delivery of edaravone in brain by 
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triggering tight junction opening of the BBB. The in vitro study revealed 1.3-fold increase 

in the transendothelial cell electrical resistance by the functionalized polymeric micelles 

in endothelial bEnd.3 cells than non-functionalized polymeric micelles, which indicated 

enhanced permeability across the monolayer with reduced oxygen-glucose deprivation-

induced reactive oxygen species levels. Further, the functionalized polymeric micelles 

significantly (p<0.05) quenched the effect of reactive oxygen species by lowering their 

levels in live RAW264.7 microphages than free drug and non-functionalized micelles 

[279].  

A brief description about the applications of polymeric micelles as an effective nanocarrier in 

the delivery of antiepileptic, antipsychotic and antischizophrenic drugs is presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Polymeric micelles in the delivery of antiepileptic, antipsychotic and antischizophrenic drugs  

ABC Targeting 
ligands/stimuli 

Size Therapeutics Biological model/route of 
administration 

Outcome Reference  

Antiepileptic 

Pluronic 407 and TPGS - 12 nm Diazepam  -  Incorporation of P407 increased the physicochemical 

stability of TPGS based lyophilized PMs upon storage 

for 3 months at 4℃ 

 1.1-fold slower release of drug was observed from 

optimized PMs (10%w/v TPGS and 1%w/v P407) at 

pH 7.4 for 24 h than free drug 

[280]  

Pluronic P123 - 18.7 nm Lamotrigine BCECs 

Sprague Dawley rats/intravenous 

 2.7-fold increase in the solubility of drug in PMs than 

free drug 

 2-fold increase in brain uptake of drug loaded PMs 

(p<0.01) than free drug and was not affected by P-gp 

inhibitor verapamil  

[87] 

Pluronic P123/F127 Tryptophan 

derivative (substrate 

of LAT1) 

28.6 nm Lamotrigine BCECs 

Sprague Dawley rats 

(pilocarpine- 

induced)/intravenous 

 Conjugation with tryptophan increased the 

transportation of PMs into brain with good 

epileptogenic focus targeting effect  

 1.9-fold increase in the levels of functionalized PMs 

was observed in hippocampus than non-functionalized 

PMs after 60 min of injection in status epilepticus rats  

 

[281] 
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mPEG-PLA/TPGS - 183.5 

nm 

Lamotrigine Sprague Dawley 

rats/intranasal 

 4.6- and 1.5-fold increase in AUC(0-t) of drug loaded 

mixed PMs was noted than free drug and drug loaded 

PMs in hippocampus 

 Enhanced penetration efficiency of mixed PMs was 

observed than free drug due to P-gp inhibition 

[282] 

Pluronic L121 and 

Pluronic P123 

- 83.4 nm Clonazepam  Swiss albino mice (PTZ-

induced)/intranasal  

 Higher concentration of drug loaded in 99mTc-mixed 

PMs was observed in brain (p<0.05) after intranasal 

administration than 99mTc-clonazepam and intravenous 
99mTc- mixed PMs   

 Higher brain/blood ratios (p<0.05) of  drug loaded 
99mTc-mixed PMs was observed than 99mTc-

clonazepam and intravenous 99mTc- mixed PMs  

 68-fold increase in the relative bioavailability of the 

drug loaded in  mixed PMs was observed in brain than 

blood  

 The developed mixed PMs (p<0.05) enhanced the 

anti-convulsant efficacy of loaded drug than free drug 

[190] 

Pluronic L64/P84 and 

L64/F127 

- 25-30 

nm 

Clozapine and 

oxcarbazepine 

-  Higher antioxidant capacity of clozapine PMs was 

observed in DPPH assay (p<0.01) than oxcarbazepine 

PMs, which is attributed to increased particle 

distribution and smaller size  

 14- and 6.4-fold increase in nitric oxide scavenging 

activity was observed by co-loaded PMs than free 

drugs  

[283] 

Antipsychotic/Antischizophrenic 
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Vitamin E TPGS - 26.5 nm Paliperidone 

palmitate 

Swiss albino mice 

(apomorphine-

induced)/intramuscula

r  

 1.6- and 77.0-fold decrease in catalepsy in mice was 

observed by drug loaded PMs than free drug and 

negative control respectively 

 1.2- and 1.1-fold decrease in climbing and sniffing by 

drug loaded PMs was noted than  free drugs and 

negative control 

[284] 

Pluronic F127 -  170.3 

nm 

Aripiprazole  -  Sustained drug release from PMs i.e. 97.3% in 20 h 

while only 32.8% of free drug was released in 12 h in 

pH 1.2 buffer 

 The optimized lyophilized PMs was stable after 3 

months of storage  

[285] 

Pluronic F127  and 

Gelucire 44/14 

- 175 nm Lurasidone  Wistar rats and sheep nasal 

mucosa/intranasal  

 1.3-fold increase in penetration of drug loaded mixed 

PMs across nasal mucosa was observed than free drug 

 Higher  Cmax of drug loaded in mixed PMs was attained 

in brain upon intranasal administration than mixed PMs 

administered intravenously  

 

[286] 

Abbreviations: AUC, Area under curve; BCECs, Brain capillary endothelial cells; Cmax, Maximum concentration; DPPH, 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl; LAT1, L-type amino acid transporter 1; mPEG-PLA, Methoxy 

poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide); P-gp, P-glycoprotein; PTZ, Pentylenetetrazole; TPGS, D-alpha-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate 
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6. Diagnostic applications  

Contrast agents have been widely utilized in the diagnosis of diseases as they provide high-

resolution image by accumulating in tissues without any side effects. There are imaging agents 

with high relaxivity and durability that are used to identify the pathological condition in cells 

and tissue. However, both of these lacks specificity for cellular receptors that limits their 

distribution at the site of interest [93,287]. 

Polymeric micelles could be suitable nanocarrier in delivering such diagnostic agents at the 

site of interest by limiting their distribution at the site of diagnosis. Therefore, these can 

provide high quality images and can improve the diagnosis of a brain related diseases by 

simplifying the task of detection, monitoring and visual inspection [288,289]. For this 

purpose, surface-functionalization property of polymeric micelles enables them to be utilized 

as diagnostic nanocarriers by incorporating imaging/ diagnostic moieties covalently or non-

covalently into copolymer network [93,287]. This imparts magnetic resonance as well as 

certain, fluorescent and optical properties to the polymeric micelles that has led to their role 

in the clinical diagnosis of brain diseases [290,291]. Further, the surface functionalization of 

polymeric micelles makes them a potent nanocarrier for mapping transport of loaded 

therapeutic agents along with contrast/imaging agents at the target site [292].  

For instance, Xiao et al. developed H40-poly(L-glutamate-hydrazone)-b-poly(ethylene 

glycol) based polymeric micelles and conjugated  DOX with core forming block via 

hydrazone linkage for the site specific delivery of drug in brain. Further, they functionalized 

the polymeric micelles by conjugating cRGD peptide for targeting glioma cells and 1,4,7-
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triazacyclononane-N, N’, N’’-triacetic acid (NOTA) for positron emission tomography  

imaging of glioma (multifunctional micelles). These showed higher tumor fluorescence signal 

of DOX in comparison to non-functionalized polymeric micelles (without peptide) after 24h 

of PET scans in U87MG glioma cells as presented in the images of ex-vivo fluorescence study. 

The positron emission tomography/computed tomography images of a U87MG tumor-bearing 

mouse at 4h post-injection of the multifunctional polymeric micelles. The image confirmed 

higher accumulation of multifunctional polymeric micelles in glioma cells in comparison to 

non-functionalized polymeric micelles [293].  

Chen et al. developed Boltron®H40-biodegradable photo-luminescent polymer-poly 

(ethylene glycol) based se2-fluorescent polymeric micelles and functionalized them by 

conjugating cRGD peptide for targeting αvβ3 integrin for the imaging of glioma cells. The 

functionalized polymeric micelles exhibited higher accumulation in glioma cells as indicated 

by the blue fluorescent color by targeting αvβ3 integrin receptors expressed on glioma cells 

via receptor-mediated endocytosis upon incubation for 6h at concentration 0.5 mg/ml and 1.0 

mg/ml than non-functionalized polymeric micelles respectively [294]. This bioimaging probe 

could be used in a variety of microscopic techniques including fluorescent microscopy, 

conofocal laser scanning microscopy, and two-photon microscopy [294].  

Zhou et al. developed polyethylene glycol-block-polycaprolactone based polymeric micelles 

encapsulated with SPIONs for optical/magnetic resonance dual-mode imaging of glioma cells. 

For targeting glioma cells, polymeric micelles functionalized with Lf as targeting ligand.  In 

vitro study revealed increase in fluorescent signals with increase in the concentration of iron 

upon incubation of glioma cells with functionalized polymeric micelles.  
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In vivo results revealed higher accumulation of functionalized polymeric micelles in glioma 

cells with extended duration of hypointensity at the tumor site over 48 hours in the MR image 

in comparison to non-functionalized polymeric micelles. Further, the modification of 

functionalized polymeric micelles with near-infrared fluorescent probe, Cy5.5, led to 4-fold 

increase in the average fluorescence intensity of the tumor than the normal brain tissue [295]. 

Garello et al. developed the paramagnetic polymeric micelles as magnetic resonance imaging 

detectable agent with specificity for vascular cell adhesion molecule-1. Polymeric micelles 

maintained higher binding to the target and exhibited higher T1-signal enhancement with 

well-detectable imaging contrast for the visualization of neuroinflammation. Moreover, these 

can be used in the early detection of neurodegenerative diseases [296]. Shiraishi et al. 

developed poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(L-lysine-DOTA-gadolinium) based magnetic 

resonance imaging polymeric micelles for the diagnosis of cerebral ischemia-reperfusion 

injury in rat transient middle cerebral artery occlusion-reperfusion model. These showed clear 

and higher contrast images of axial slice of brain than classic contrast agent DOTA-

gadolinium. The developed magnetic resonance imaging polymeric micelles provided very 

clear/stark contrast images in 15.5 ± 10.3% of the ischemic hemisphere after reperfusion 

within 30 min of post intravenous injection in rats than classic gadolinium chelate contrast 

agents followed by T1-hyperintense area of the devleoped polymeric micelles in striatum and 

cerebral cortex. This was attributed to prolonged circulation of polymeric micelles in blood 

(11h) and large area under curve than classic contrast agents T1W and DWI images revealed 

slow distribution of polymeric micelles in ischemic hemisphere while T2W images revealed 

no hemorrhage in the ischemic hemisphere [297]. Wu et al. developed reduction-responsive 

polymeric micelles composed of monomethoxy-poly(ethylene glycol)-S-S-hexadecyl and 
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SPIONs for the differential diagnosis of neuroglioma in mice (xenograft model) by reduction-

triggered magnetic resonance imaging enhancement. The in vivo study revealed shorter T2 

relaxation time with increased contrasting of tumor and 1.83-fold higher transverse relaxivity 

by reduction-sensitive (glutathione) aggregation of polymeric micelles in C6 tumor-bearing 

mice upon intravenous administration than non-responsive polymeric micelles. The reduction-

responsive polymeric micelles showed more robust T2 enhancement in tumor region at 3h 

post-injection. In addition, these exhibited easy differentiation of inflammatory mass and 

malignant glioma in mice than non-sensitive polymeric micelles [298]. 

7. Patents 

Looking at the commercial aspects of polymeric micelles, number of patents have been filed 

regarding brain drug delivery/brain targeting based on composition of polymeric micelles, 

method of delivering polymeric micelles to brain, method of targeting polymeric micelles in 

a particular region of brain, polymeric micelles as theragnostic carrier, and active targeting 

and positioning of polymeric micelles in brain. Patents of polymeric micelles filed on 

aforementioned strategies are presented in Table 9.   
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Patent number Year of 

publication 

Title of patent Key claims References 

CA2319057C 1999 Composition comprising 

poly(oxyethylene)-

poly(oxypropylene) block 

copolymer and their use 

 Oral delivery of peptides, proteins, or biological agents for 

the treatment of brain diseases or diseases with multidrug 

resistance  

[299] 

WOO2006/048773A1 2006 Reverse micelle composition for 

delivery of metal cations 

comprising a diglyceride and a 

phytosterol and method of 

preparation  

 Preparation  of PMs containing lithium for protecting brain 

in Huntington’s disease  

[300] 

CA2756581A1 2010 Ascorbate-linked nanosystems for 

brain delivery 

 Method for delivering PMs to brain cell by interacting with 

sodium-dependent vitamin C transporter on brain cell 

[301] 

CN102614105A 2012 Brain targeted amphotericin B 

polymeric micelle administration 

system  

 Brain targeting potential was achieved by surface 

functionalization of PMs using angiopep-2  

[302] 

Table 9: Patents published on polymeric micelles for the treatment of brain diseases  
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 Enhancement in the accumulation of lipophillic drugs with 

low brain entrance efficiencies in the brain  

CN102212116B 2013 Acetylcholine receptor mediated 

brain targeted polypeptide and 

application thereof  

 Diagnosis and treatment of glioma using acetylcholine 

receptor-mediated brain-targeted polypeptide CDX 

modified with PEG-PLA based PMs loaded with paclitaxel 

[303] 

CN103182087B 2015 Trimethyl chitosan-graft-

polyethylene glycol/nucleic acid 

brain-targeting micellar and 

preparation method thereof 

 Surface functionalization of PMs using brain targeting 

peptide RVG for active brain targeting  

 Resolving of the issue related to nucleic acid medicine 

defects such as easy in-vivo degradation, poor stability, and 

low transfection efficiency 

[304] 

CN104586765A 2015 Brain tumor targeted drug delivery 

system and preparation method 

thereof  

 Glucose and amphipathic chitosan derivative based micelles 

was developed to encapsulate antitumor drugs  

 Efficient brain entry of PMs without any toxicity on normal 

tissues  

[305] 

US9393308B2 

 

 

 

2015 

 

 

 

Micelle structure of nano 

preparation for diagnosis or 

treatment of cancer disease and 

preparation method thereof  

 Formation of hypericin (photosensitizer) loaded DSPE-

mPEG has been claimed to cross blood tumor barrier to 

treat glioma 

[306] 
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 2.5-fold higher light-induced cytotoxicity efficiency than 

hypericin alone   

US10758484B2 2016 CED of SN-38-loaded PMs against 

brain tumor  

 Delivery of PMs into target region of brain via convection-

enhanced delivery system using infusion pump  

[307] 

CN108339124B 2020 Preparation method and application 

of two-stage brain targeted PMs for 

drug delivery system 

 Micellar core has been claimed for encapsulating lipophillic 

anti-tumor drugs for targeting glioblastoma by endocytosis 

mediated by surface targeting peptides (Ang-2 and cRGD) 

with reduced side-effects 

 

[308] 
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8. Future direction and conclusion  

The incidence of ND diseases all across the world is rapidly increasing day by day because 

of ageing, genetic and environmental factors. Therefore, their treatment has become the 

most devastating challenge all over the world due to the unique physiology of the brain that 

impedes the bioavailability of drugs. This issue is one of the most promising and critical 

ones in the treatment of ND diseases.  

Thus, the design of brain-targeted nanocarrier is selectively very important. As they offer 

interaction of the surface decorated nanoparticles with cells at the pathological site. 

However, the single-molecule based targeting faces the challenge of off-target effects that 

impedes their use in highly complex clinical situations. Therefore, the single-targeting 

strategy cannot assure the retention of nanoparticles into the pathological cells. To tackle 

this limitation, dual or multi-functionality nanoparticles can be developed by integrating 

stimuli-specific moieties and two or more targeting moieties. In agreement to this, 

polymeric micelles have huge potential to overcome the barriers involved in the delivery 

of drugs into targeting brain cells without any side effects on the other organs. The 

biocompatible polymeric corona of the polymeric micelles offers improved therapeutic 

efficacy of the micellar delivery systems without undesired toxicity. The optimization of 

their structural design for the entrapment of the drugs into its core and its multifunctionality 

adds to the efficacy and potential of polymeric micelles to reach CNS. The incorporation 

of BBB targeting moiety and pathological stimuli-specific moiety, ensure the accessibility 

of the polymeric micelles into the brain and spatiotemporal drug release at the pathological 

site of brain. Their magnetic resonance and fluorescence properties also makes them an 

efficient nanocarrier in the diagnosis of brain diseases and further reinforce their 

theranostic effects.  
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In the present, review various targeting strategies utilized in the designing of functionalized 

polymeric micelles and their biomedical applications for the treatment and diagnosis of 

CNS diseases have been discussed in detail. It was clearly understood from the searched 

literature that various functionalized polymeric micelles have been tailored to target the 

brain to treat various brain-related diseases and showed success in preclinical studies. This 

tremendous effort done on a preclinical scale has provided the scientists to initiate clinical 

trials for the functionalized polymeric micelles for treating brain diseases. Many patents on 

polymeric micelles for brain delivery have been filed. However, their clinical translation 

to market is still elusive as none of the polymeric micelles based products is available in 

the market. This could be because of the increased ligand density at the corona that causes 

steric hindrance. Therefore, impair targeting. Thus, further approaches are required to 

optimize the ligand density.  However, polymeric micelles are capable enough to escape 

the setback of steric hindrance by incorporating stimuli-responsive moieties 

(bioresponsive) along with a single ligand.  The reason of their less exploration could also 

be due to the limited synthesis of novel targeting ligands required for active targeting of 

brain diseases with varying pathophysiologies.  

In terms of their commercialization potential, USFDA have approved Genexol- polymeric 

micelles for lung as well as metastatic breast cancer [309], Nanoxel® [310] and Paclical- 

polymeric micelles for ovarian cancer [311], and oral-LynTM for the management of 

diabetes mellitus [312]. In addition to this, estrasorb- polymeric micelles have been 

reported for treating menopause [313]. The data indicates that most of the commercially 

available polymeric micelles are used for treating cancer and many are under various 

clinical phases as well. Despite this, the clinical studies on polymeric micelles in treating 

brain diseases including glioma are extremely limited. This highlights the major 

bottlenecks related to clinical translation of polymeric micelles for treating brain disease. 
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The overall CNS barriers are the major factors that impede the delivery of polymeric 

micelles-loaded cargos to brain. Therefore, the better understanding of each barrier 

function is pre-requisite to design the various strategies to overcome such barriers with 

site-specificity. In addition, the safety and stability aspect of polymeric micelles are also 

important as per the regulatory perspective. In terms of their thermodynamic stability, 

critical micelle concentration value of block copolymer is important. As the dilution of 

polymeric micelles in systemic circulations upon intravenous injection lowers the 

copolymer concentration below their critical micelle concentration value. In agreement to 

this, number of studies claimed enhancement in the stability profile of polymeric micelles 

using covalent and non-covalent crosslinking strategies [314]. Therefore, the stability 

aspects of polymeric micelles are speculative and warrants further study. Similarly, clinical 

toxicity of polymeric micelles is also an important factor for drug delivery applications that 

completely relies on to the concentration of block copolymer used and their number of 

monomers. In addition, it also depends on to the material type, shape, size and coating of 

polymeric micelles. Therefore, it is important to optimize the block copolymer-based 

parameters to make them less toxic pertaining to brain delivery. In addition to this, the site-

specificity of polymeric micelles is elusive and requires tremendous efforts in identifying 

percentage of loaded cargos released in the brain. 

Therefore, the focus should be towards the development of flexible and scalable polymeric 

micelles to reach clinical translation. Consideration of flexibility, scalability and toxicity 

aspects related to block copolymers or, polymeric micelles developed for brain delivery 

will definitely help in developing bench-to-bedside translation of polymeric micelles for 

treating diseases at their specific site and brain in particular. 
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List of abbreviations 

ACT, Acteoside; ADP, Adenosine di phosphate; ASF, Actinomyosin stress fibers; α-syn, α-

synuclein; APP, Amyloid precursor protein; APPDN, mPEG-PCL-ACT-CTS-pDNA-NGF; ATP, 

Adenosine triphosphate; AUC, Area under curve; BACE1, β-site amyloid precursor protein-

cleaving enzyme 1; BBB, Blood brain barrier; BCB, Brain cerebro-spinal fluid; DNF, Brain 

derived neuronal factor; bEnd cells, Microvascular brain endothelial cells derived from mouse 

brain; bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor; BMECs, Brain microvessel endothelial cells; 

Bor/CMS-M, Carmustine loaded PMs functionalized with borneol; BTB, Blood brain tumor 

barrier; C6-cells; Spindle-like cells that simulate human glioblastoma multiforme; Cmax, Maximum 

concentration;  CA1, Hippocampal cornu ammonis; CGN, Human synthetic cingulin peptide; 

CHO-POESO, Cholesterol-polyoxyethylene sorbitol oleate; CLPT, Controlled living 

polymerization technique; CMS-M, Carmustine PMs;  CNS, Central nervous system; CPPs, Cell 

penetrating peptides; CREB, Cyclic AMP-response element binding protein; CSF, Cerebrospinal 

fluid; CT-NM/Res, Neuronal mitochondria-targeted micelles functionalized with mimetic peptide 

C3 and NCAM for resveratrol delivery; CTS, Chitosan; CUR, Curcumin; Cy5.5, Fluorescent dye; 

DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; DBTRG-05MG cells, Denver Brain Tumor Research 

Group 05; Dex-PTX, Dextran-paclitaxel; DGL-PEG, Dendrigraft poly-L-lysine-polyethylene 

glycol; DiD, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′- tetramethylindodicarbocyanine; DiR, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-

3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide (fluorescent dye); DiR-NPs, Non-functionalized 

PMs with fluorescent dye; DMAP, Dimethyl aminopyridine;  DMSO, Dimethyl sulfoxide; DSPE-

PEG2000, 1, 2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-polyethylene glycol 2000; 

DOPAC, 3, 4-Dihydroxyphenyl acetic acid; DOX, Doxorubicin; DSP, Dithiobis(succinimidyl 

propionate); DTX, Docetaxel; DWI, Diffusion-weighted imaging; EDC, 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide; EDV-AM, Edaravone functionalized PMs; FITC-TH, 

Fluorescein isothiocyanate tyrosine hydroxylase; G422 cells; Intracerebral glioblastoma cell line; 

GBM, Glioblastoma multiform; Gd-DTPA, Gadolinium-diethylenetriamine-pentaacetic acid; 

GFP, Green fluorescent protein; GLUT1, Glucose transporter antibody single chain fragment 
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variable; GRPR, Gastrin releasing peptide receptor; GSH, Reduced glutathione; HA-ss-CUR, 

Hyaluronic acid-disulfide linkage-Curcumin; 16HBE cells, Human bronchial epidermal cells; HA-

DOX, Hyaluronic acid-Doxorubicin; H40-DOX-cRGD, Doxorubicin loaded PMs with NOTA and 

cRGD; (HE)5, polyanionic masking peptide (histidine-glutamic acid repeats); hGDNF, Human 

glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; HIFU, High intensity focused ultrasound; HLB, 

Hydrophilic-lipophilic balance; HRP, Horseradish peroxidase; HVA, Homovanillic acid; K-s-A, 

HER2-targeting KAAYSL (K) with MMP1-sensitive VPMS-MRGG (s) and LRP1-targeting 

angiopep2 (A); LAT1, L-type amino acid transporter 1; LDL, Low density lipoprotein; Lf, 

Lactoferrin; Lf-NPs, Lactoferrin functionalized PMs; LN229 cells,  Mutated p53  malignant 

glioblastoma cell line; LPEI-g-PEG, Linear polyethyleneimine-graft-polyethylene glycol; 

MMCB, Maleimide-mediated covalent binding; MMP, Matrix metalloproteinase; mPEG-PCL, 

Methoxy polyethylene glycol-polycaprolactone; Mal, Maleimide; MDA, Malondialdehyde; 

mPEG-PLA, Methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactide); mPEG-TK-MPH, Methoxy 

polyethylene glycol- thioketal-Melphalan; nAchR, Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors; Nano, Plain 

nanoparticles; Nano-CUR, Curcumin loaded nanoparticles; NAP, Neuroactive peptide; NBD1/2, 

Nucleotide binding domain 1 and 2; NCAM, Neuronal cell adhesion molecule; NeuN, Neuronal 

specific nuclear protein; Neuro2A/N2a cells, Mouse neuroblastoma cell line; NGF, Nerve growth 

factor; NGFR, Nerve growth factor receptor; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; NLCs, Nerve like 

cells; NOTA, 1,4,7-Triazacyclononane-1,4,7-triacetic acid; OGD, Oxygen-glucose deprivation; 6-

OHDA, 6-hydroxydopamine; PBS, Phosphate buffer saline; pDNA, plasmid DNA; PTZ, 

Pentylenetetrazole; PI, Propidium iodide; PC12 cells, Pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal 

medulla; Pep-1/Bor/CMS-M, Carmustine loaded PMs functionalized with Borneol and Pep-1, 4-

chlorobenzenesulfonate salt (fluorescent dye); pNP-PEG3400-DOPE, Nitrophenylcarbonyl-

polyethylene glycol3400- 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphoethanolamine; PEG-b-PEYM, 

poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) block and a hydrophobic polymethacrylate block; PEI-SS, 

Polyethylenimine with disulfide linkage;  PAA-b-P3HT, Polyacrylic acid-block- poly(3-

hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl); PAzoMA-b-(PELG-g-MPEG), Poly[6-(4-methoxy-azobenzene-4'-

oxy) hexylmethacrylate-block-(poly L-glutamate-graft- methoxy polyethylene glycol); PEG-click-
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PPG, Poly (ethylene glycol)-click-Poly (propylene glycol); PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO, Poly (ethylene 

oxide)-block-Poly (propylene oxide)-block-Poly (ethylene oxide); PEO-b-P(AzoMA-NIPAm), 

Polyethyleneoxide-block-Poly([6-(4-methoxy-azobenzene-4'-oxy)- hexylmethacrylate-(N-

isopropylacrylamide); PEO-b-P(MEO2MA-co-THPMA), Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(2-

methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate-co-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate); PEO-b-

PTHPMA; Polyethyleneoxide-block-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate; PLLA-b-

PEG-b-PLLA, Poly (L-lactic acid)-block-Poly (ethylene glycol)-Poly (L-lactic acid); PSSNa-b-

PMMA, Poly (sodium styrene sulfonate)-block-poly (methyl methacrylate); P(EtOx-b-BuOx), 

Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline-block-2-butyl-2- oxazoline); P(MeOx-b-BuOx), Poly(2-methyl-2-

oxazoline-block-2-butyl-2- oxazoline); PEG-P(Glu), Poly (ethylene glycol)-poly(L-glutamic 

acid); PEG-PHA, Poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(hidrazinyl-aspartamide); PEG-SCM, 

Polyethylene glycol-succinimidyl carboxymethyl ester; PE-PEG, 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000; PLGA-PLL-PEG, Poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid)- poly(ε-carbobenzoxy-L-lysine)-polyethylene glycol; PCL-PMPC-PGMA, 

Polycaprolactone-Poly (2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphoryl choline) - poly (glycidyl meth- 

acrylate); PEG-Lys-PCL, Poly Ethylene Glycol-Lysine-(Poly Caprolactone); PEG-PDMAEMA, 

Polyethylene glycol- Poly(2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate); PEG-PLA, Polyethylene glycol-

polylactic acid; PEG-PLGA, Polyethylene glycol-Polylactic-co-glycolic acid; PEG-b-P(L-

DOPA(OAc)2), Poly(ethylene glycol)- block -poly( O,O’-diacetyl- L-DOPA); PEG-PAMAM, 

Polyethylene glycol-poly(amidoamine); PEG-PEI, Polyethyleneglycol- polyethyleneimine; PEG-

PLGA, Polyethylene glycol-poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PEG-PLA,   Poly(ethylene glycol)-co-

poly(lactic acid); PLA-b-PDMAEMA, Poly(lactic acid)-block-polydimethylaminoethyl 

methacrylate; PEtOz-SS-PCL, Poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)-b-poly (epsilon-caprolactone); QSH, 

D-enantiomeric peptide, QSHYRHISPAQV; RBECs, Rat brain endothelial cells; Res, Resveratrol; 

(RG)5, Arginine rich peptide; RISC, Dysregulated RNA-induced silencing complex; SD rats, 

Spraguy-dawley rats; shRNA, Short hairpin-RNA; SH-SY5Y, Neuroblastoma cell line; siSNCA, 

α-synuclein siRNA; SIRT1, Sirtuin-1; SIRT6, Sirtuin 6; SPIO, Superparamagnetic ironoxide; 

sPMI, Stapled peptide antagonist; STZ, Streptozotocin; Tfr, Transferrin receptor; T-NM/Res, 
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NCAM functionalized PMs loaded with resveratrol; (TPE-(EO)4-L2), Tetraphenylethelene-

ethylene oxide with lithium ion (Li+);TPGS, D-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol succinate; TPP, 

Triphenylphosphonium; T2W, T2 weighted imaging; U251MG cells; Glioma cell-line; U87MG 

cells, Malignant glioblastoma cell line; U87 cells, Malignant glioblastoma cells; Untr, Untreated; 

VIP, Vasoactive intestinal peptide; ZO-1, Zonula occluden-1 
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